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PREFACE 
Tornado tracking has been the subject of intensive research 
fo~ the past few years at the Oklahoma Institute of Technology. 
Until now, however, no studies have been conducted using radar. 
The present investigation considers the potentialities of this 
new instrument in detailo 
A number of typical as well as somewhat unusual tornadic 
situations have been analyzed. They have been reviewed in light 
of the meteorological and electrical methods available for use 
in thi-s field, with a view of giving this i:,roject a broad per-
spective. A method for the integration of radar into the ex-
isting system is then proposed so as to improve the present 
technique of locating and tracking such storms. While it is 
conceded that radar alone is not capable of predicting the for-
mation of tornadic cells, it is believed that when this device 
is used in conjunc·tion with the si'e-ric detector system, tracking 
will become rapid and reliableo 
Several scope photographs have been matle for weak, moderate 
and severe thunderstorm activityo These results are intended 
mostly as a verification of existing knowledge of radar 
meteorology and with the intent of aiding investigators who may 
continue this worko 
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CHAPTER I 
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTI CS OF TORNADOES 
The yearly occurrence of the "tornado season" is well known 
to the residents of Oklahoma and neighboring stateso The vio-
lence of these 9 the worst of all storms 9 has been vividly de-
scribed by numerous witnesseso Few people dare underestimate 
their destructibilityo For many years 9 the exact time and place 
of tornado development was considered unpredictableo However j 
the research work carr ied on both in the field of meteorology 
and electrical engineering has given very promising signs of 
forecasting tornado formationo 
Although tornadoes may occur at any time 9 they develop most 
frequently in the spring and ear ly summer in Oklahomao Gold dry 
air from the polar regions and northern Canada interact with 
warm humid marine tropical air to set off a violent chain of 
tornadoeso In the spring j these two air masses possess greater 
tornadic potential than at any other timeo There are other in-
stances of isolated cases of tornadoes forming during different 
seasons and under slightly different meteorological conditions 9 
but the type described is by far the most common and the most 
destructive o 
According to Humphreys 9 1 the tor nado is the worldUs most 
violent !) yet .9 most well defined stormo The average diameter of 
the funnel at the surface of the earth is approximately 1000 
feet, but it may vary from 40 feet to a mile o The horizontal 
and vertical wind velocities in the vortex of the whirl have 
2 
never been measured D although observations of their effects have 
2 led to estimateso Dry straws driven through wooden telegraph 
poles indicate that horizontal winds may be as high as 500 miles 
per houro Reports of tornadoes lif'ti.ng horse teams lead to 
estimates of vertical winds of 200 miles per houro Tornadoes 
generally travel from sou.thwest to northeast in the northern 
hemisphere at average velocities of' 25 t o 40 miles per hour 9 and 
for average path lengths of 20 to 40 miles" The humidity prior 
to the storm is generally excessive 9 as is the horizontal tern~ 
perature and pressure gradiento The funnel extends from the 
base of a cumul onimbus cloudo '11he ra.pi.d helical motion of the 
funnel 9 due to intense vertical and horizontal wind components 9 
causes expansion 9 cooling and condensation within the vortex 0 
As a result 9 the spiraling pendant and its associated thunder-
head have a very dark color o 
Lloyd3 has made a study of the synoptic conditions con,~ 
dusive to tornado formationo The most important requirement 
appears to be the presence of upper air cold frontso Extremely 
severe tornadoes and thunderstorms occur when marine polar and 
2 William Lo Donn .9 Meteorology, !,1th Marine Applications 9 
p .. 180., 
3 J o Ro Lloyd 9 "The Development and Traje0tories of · 
Tornadoes 9 " Weather Bureau Monthlz Weather Review 9 70 (March9 
1942) i 65=75o 
marine tropical air masses interacto The upper air cold fronts 
formed under these conditions are referred to as tt conventional" 
or ,. true" upper air cold fronts" 4 A second type of upper air 
co1d front » called 11 precipi ta tion-·induced11 or "pre ,~cold frontal. 
squall line11 9 occurs as a consequence of marine tropical air 
mixing with a precipitation~eooled air masso Tornadoes that 
develop in connection with the former type var,y from as few as 
two to as many as fifteen in a single fronto Mor8over 9 they may 
last several hours o On the other hand 9 pre-cold frontal tor·-
nadoes generally occur- singly 9 or at most in pairs 9 and 
usually last only a shor•t time o The direction a.nd speed of 
movement of the tornado may be determined approximately from the 
vector resolution of the direction and speed of the front 9 and 
the wind immediately ahead of the upper air cold fronto Lloyd 
-
concludes that a steep lapse rate, or decrease of temperature 
wi th altitude /) is a necessary condi t i on for the formation of the 
group or family typeo In addition 9 multiple tornadoes occur 
only in connection with marine polar cold fronts .. 
In the ·northern hemisphere 9 tornadoes frequently whirl in 
r.:' 
the counterclockvdse direct:i.ono Some exceptions::> have never,~ 
theless been notedo Counterclockwise rotation is not at= 
tributed on]:z to the rotation of the eartha It is due primarily 
5 J O L., Baldwin9 11 A Preliminary Report on 'lornadoes in · the 
United States during 194-2 !) 1t Weather ~~ Montr~.1.1. WeRther 
Revie~0 70 (February 9 1943} 0 Po 2011'0 · · 
to the ract that marine 'tropical air in the northern hemisphere 
:ts always moving from south or southwest to northeasto It thus 
moves to the right of northwesterly marine polar a.ir 9 giving 
rise to v<:n"tices whichil of necessity,, must be counterclockwiseo 
The violence of the tornado will depend largely up6l'.lg ·· ( 1 J 1J:he 
opposing wind velocities just ahead of 9 arid just behind 9 the 
cold front; (2) 1I1he amount of moisture present in the marine 
tropical air.9 and (31 The slope of the upper air• cold fr>onto 
'l'he tornado of May 30 9 1942 9 at take Park9 Iowa appears to 
support Lioydrrs synoptic requirements 0 6 
The initial whirl fox•ms arotmd a local convective columno 
,convective instability may be caused by gravity or the rapid 
lifting of trop:'tcal maritime air by a steep cold front"? The 
rotation is then strengthened by vapor condensationo !tis 
necessary that the a.ir currents drawn into the convective 
column either have different directions 9 or different velocities 
if in the same direction" 8 Furthermore 9 it is essenti.al that 
moderately swift winds aloft are present to set up the initial 
rota tiono When these conditions a1"e i'ulfilled9 the spiral 
begins to descend .from the base of a huge cumulonimbus cloudo 
Since the· rotational ve1oci ty is much greater than the relative 
6 Ibido.9 Po 2680 
I 
7 Uo So Weathe1" Bu:.""eau9 ' 10n Synopt:i.c Condit:i.ons 
Torn.ad, oe.~s.·· 9. n .~.ut.-~-tIB ~.· car2; ]viet~9];_ogica_l:, ~OSL,~J:,:[0 
{February 9 19.,.)9J :i PPo .?0-·,?lo · , · · 
8 Humphreys.') OJ2o 9-1,,,t,o .') 222=22Jo 
for 
xx 
velocities of the initia:t5.ng winds 9 Humphreys coneludes that 
some other process i.s responsible f'or these inter,1,;:-::e wll.irls o He 
explains it by postulating that as masses of a:1.r':: whose angular 
momenta are not zero.9 are drawn into the convective column the 
moment of inertia decreaseso By the principle of conservation 
of momenturn9 thls requires that the angula.r velocity must in·= 
crease to keep the momentum unchangecL, This rapidJ.y revolving 
11 wall of air1t draws air from the surrounding atmosphere in from 
5 
the bottomo 'rhe action of centrifugal force throws this newly 
drawn air to the por:i.pher-y of the sp.i:r·alo As a result.0 more e.ir' 
is drawn in due to the :1ow prese.nre :::it the center" rl'his act.ion 
causes the funnel to burrow down through the ut:rnosphere until. it 
reaches the ground" 'rhis spiral then moves a1ong wi.th its 
cumulonimbus cloudo Whereas the troplcal .rrnrric;ane moves for,., 
ward by adding to itself' at the 1ead:ing edge and d:Lsc11arglng air 
at the trailing edge,, the funnel of a tornado always moves with 
its parent cloud.,9 Thus while the hurricane is a whirling 
motion that moves through any spaceD the tornado travels as a 
separate entity 9 blown by the windo 
When tornadic conditions are present over water bodies 9 
waterspouts develop with all the .fur,y and violence of the con-
ventiona1 land tornado o However 9 a. ~rnconcl type of waterspout 
has been knovm to develop due to the actlon of 1oc.al conveotlon 0 lo 
9 ()] J <>' t 11 0 t 1"E i'/f l .. • )ll of Ro+"<>tJ'~ fJ' StOl'lTIS !l .us . 0 ,-)138War [) n LL ; ,\,0 L,].( J.. 0 vu. .Llo ' 'L f) . 
Bulktin Amex•ican, Meteoroioglcy.l S5Lciety[' XX (September 9 1939) 0 
PP o 3U9=J90 o 
6 
This whirl is somewhat different from tornadoes in that it may 
rotate in either direction and rarely lasts longer than an houro 
Furthermore, it is generally mild by comparison to the tornadoo 
The dust whirl 1 frequently observed in desert areas 9 is believed 
due to local heating and convection in a manner very similar to 
convective-waterspoutso 
The mechanism of thunderhead de velopment has also been the 
subject of extensive researcho 11 Cumulonimbus thunderclouds may 
form under the following conditions~ (1) Local convective activ -
ity due t o heat being taken fro m the surface of the earth~ 
(2) Topographical effects s uch as steep l y sloping mountains., and 
- ~ 
(3} Steeply sloping cold frontso When a body of air containing 
considerable mois ture is he a ted y lt rises to an a ltitude at 
which the water vapor condenses ~ forming a cloudo Likewis e a 
strong wi nd flowing up the side of a mountain may also r ai s e 
such humid air to the dew point 9 at which condensation occurso 
These two effects, stated abo ve in (1) and (2) , are responsible 
for most "air mass" thunderstorms o12 The third method , in which 
warm humid air is subjected to rapid l ifting due to an under-
running and steeply sloping cold front, is the basic me chanism 
by which cold front thunderheads are developedo Regardless of 
how it begins, the process continues to develop a strong con-
veotive cell within the center of the cloud o This cell grows in 
11 U~ So Air Force, Navy .., National Advis ory Committee for 
Aeronaut ics 1 and Weather Bureau, The Thunderstorm ~ ~epor t of the 
Thunders tor111 Project o ·-
12 Donn, .212,o c ito, 83-86 0 
7 
a vertical direction increasing the cloud heighto Until the o0 c 
isotherm is reached 9 the condensed water vapor remains in liquid 
formo However, above this level it becomes snow and iceo The 
cloud ultimately reaches a leveling off point where vertical de-
velopment ceaseso The cloud 8 as a whole 9 moves under the in-
fluence of the motivating windso Shearing effect causes the top 
of the cloud to slide and flatten relative to the base 9 giving 
an anvil shapeo The lower forward edge of the cloud base con= 
tains a roller or squall cloud 9 13 which may be visualized as a 
long, relatively smal~ diameter 9 cylindero The turbulence with-
' in this portion of the cloud is particularly severeo The cloud 
also grows in horizontal as well as in vertical extent 9 until 9 
at maturity, the two dimensions are comparableo 14 The hori~ 
zontal and vertical dimensions of the updraft or convective 
column in the cloud vary from 20 ,000 to 60 9 000 fto The average 
dimension is a~proximately 40 9 000 fto Maximum updraft veloc-
ities of 84 fto per second have been measuredol5 Some meteor-
ologists contend16 that the most violent thunderstorms have the 
greatest vertical developmento Others17 specify excessive 
vertical draft velocities as the criteria of violence approach·= 
lJ l.e..isog Po 84. 
14 'Uo S. Ao F., Navy, N. A. Co Ao i Weather Bureau9 .2J2.o 
.211•, ~Po 39~~?• 
15 Ibido, Po 40o .............. 
16 Donn, .££0 .~ ~» p. 840 
17 Humphreys 9 .2.£• El!•, PPo 218-220 0 
ing tornadic conditionso It will be seen later that both these 
properties of thunderstorms will be useful in tornado analysiso 
Mammato cumulus clouds often precede the onset of tornadic con= 
ditions and are generally indicative of bad weathero As they 
8 
would probably be obscured by darkness 9 this method alone may be 
unsatisfactory for prec;ise tornado predictions o 
The electrical activity associated with thunderstorms and 
tornadoes has also been the subject of extensive researcho It 
has been found that a tremendous electric charge is built up in 
the convective centero Although the physical processes in-
volved are quite differentjl the convective cell may be likened 
to the Van de Graff electrostatic generator 9 18 producing a neg-
ative charge at the bottom and a positive charge at the topo 
19 . Workman and Reynolds have conducted thorough studies of the 
mechanism of charge build up in thunderstormso The results of 
their work seem to indicate that the formation of hail within 
the thunderhead is a definite requirement for charge separation 
to take placeo This implies that all thunderstorms exhibiting 
any electrical activity whatsoever contain some amount of hail 9 
although it may vary in quantity from storm to stormo They 
propose the theory that water falling in the vicinity of the 
o0 c isotherm collides with and shears off hail moving upward 
18 J P Bg Hoag and S g Ao Korff 9 Electron and Nuclear 
Physics, PPo 309-312 0 
19 Eo J o Workman and S o Eo Reynolds, "A Suggested 
Mechanlsm for the Generation of Thunderstorm Electricity 9 11 
Physical Review 9 74 (July 9 1948) 9 Po 7090 
due to strong convective activity. Part of the water freezes 
to the surface of the hail, producing a negative charge on the 
ice. The water leaving the ice assumes a positive charge e 
Careful analysis of these results indicate that a ne gative 
charge center occurs very near the freezing level~ and a small 
concentrated positive charge occurs just below ite Also 9 the 
heavier ice particles sink to the base of the cloud while many 
of the lighter, positively charged drops are carried to the top 
of the cloud. This conclusion appears to agree with the cloud 
charge distribution model originally developed by Simpson and 
modified to conform to Schonland os experimental work, and 
C. T. R. Wilsonvs theory. 
As the thunderhead progresses through its life cycle from 
inception to maturity to dissipation, major electrical activity 
varies from intra-cloud t o cloud-to-ground to intra-cloud~ 
I 
respectively. Intense electrical activity is known to be 
9 
associated wi th most tornadoes, although, according to 
Humphreys, severe lightning occurs more co mmonly with the parent 
cumulonimbus than with the funnel itself. Witnesses of 
tornadoes claim that the lightnins is most frequently pink or 
orange whereas in mild thunderstorms it is generally white or 
yellow. 
A number of tornadoes have been observed which bear out 
the foregoing characteristicso At 3:45 pom, 9 April 27 s 19429 a 
20 
tornado struck Pryor , Oklahoma 9 killing 52 persons and 
20 Baldwin~ 1:..9.£0 -2..!ie 
injuring 1810 The damage was estimated at &~2 9 000 9 0000000 The 
least destructive tornadoes reported in the United States in 
1942 occurred in August in the State of Kansaso Eight funnel 
clouds were observed in connection with three storms,, seven of 
10 
whic~ did not reach ~he ground 9 and six of which formed from 
the same thunderheado Furthermore 9 a study of the tornadoes 
occurring in Nebraska21 over a 22 year period indicate that 95~ 
of all tornadoes developed in connection with cold frontso 
Another severe tornado which occurred near Dallas 9 Georgia 9 22 
April 79 1938 9 at 7~30 pomo,, wreaked untold havoc<> A witness 
des,cribed it in detailo The storm exhibited all the foregoing 
typical propertieso Eleven out of fourteen tornadoes occurring• 
near Sto Louis,, Missouri 9 23 in 1948 occurred with severe rain 9 
hail9 and intense electrical activityo 
In contrast to the above situations which support the cold 
front theory of tornado developmentll a number of exceptions as 
to properties or source have been observedo A severe tornado 
. 24 4 struck south of Oklahoma City 9 Oklahoma,, at 8g 1 Polno 9 
June 121.1 19420 3.5 persons were killed and 29 were seriously 
21 Mo Lemons, "Cold Fronts and Tornadic Inception9 11 Uo So 
Weather ~~~e~~ ~~pthlz Weather Review 9 66 (July 9 1938) 9 Po 2060 
22 Alfred C» Hawkins, "A Tornado in Georgia 9 11 Bulletin 
A1:!1,e:rican Met.eo:r_o'.!-()gica~ Society9 XX (February.11 1939); ]?o .52~; 
23 Eo Mo Brooks.'/ "Some Characteristics of Tornadoes in 
1948 Nea:r St., Louis 9 n Bulletin American Meteorologlcal Society,, 
XXIX (December, 1948) 9 Po 5200 · 
24 Baldwin, 1.2..£,o cito 
11 
injuredo A total of 73 homes were completely destroyed and 31 
others were damagedo Very little rain and !!2 hail was presento 
However, there was a great deal of mud in the funnel cloud! An 
aviator pil~ted a sail plane through a thunderhead25 near 
Wichita Falls 9 ~exas 9 July 17, 19470 Although turbulence was 
I 
severe, and a great deal of lightning was observed, very little 
ice and hail were presento The previously mentioned study of 
tornadoes in Nebraska26 showed that 1% definitely occurred in 
connection with a warm front; 3% are believed to be due to a 
warm front 9 but evidence is not certain; and 1% show no 
apparent cause for formation at allo Three of the tornadoes 
occurring near Sto Louis in 1948 showed no observable lightning 
27 or precipitationo 
Furthermore 9 Professor Co Fo Brooks
28 pointed out that 
under certain conditions when the relative humidity beneath the 
cloud base is very high, funnel-shaped cloud structures have 
been observed on. the ground; but with no destructive winds 
present .. Professor Brooks further stated that tornadoes are . 
frequently present without visible lightning or thundero 
Common characteristics such as the funnel may be obscured by 
low hanging cloudso It therefore appears ; that the only 
25 J , Ho Ferguson, "Soaring Flight in a Thunderstorm . 
Cloud, Bulletin American Meteorological SocietyD XXVIII 
(December, 1947) , Po 452 .. 
26 Lemons ~ loco cito • --r-- -
27 Brooks , 12.£0 ..2,!!o 
28 l.Eigo» Po 5200 
important requirement in specifying a tornado is the de-
structive ~otary windso 
The above exceptions to the typical case show that the 
conditions under which tornadoes form9 and the physical 
properties they exhibit 9 are subject to at least a slight 
degree of variationo These results clearly indicate that if 
any tornado warning system is to be completely reliable 9 it 
must not depend only upon the determination of one tornadic 
characteristico For example 9 an adequate warning system can= 
not depend only upon the electrical phenomena~, or the pressure 
variation9 or the hail or precipitation contento It is 
essential that the system must be an integration of all exist~ 
ing tornado properties 9 and must include a means for cross-
checking each against the othero And most important of all 9 
the system must be the result of the cooperative effort of the 




THE FEASIBILITY OF PREDICTING AND DETECTING TORNADOES 
A study.of the foregoing characteristics of tornadoes ras 
led to several attempts to predict their formationo Regardless 
of the number of methods proposed 9 they have been either of a 
meteorologicalor electrical nature., 
One of the most successful meteorological systems devised 
l is "The Empiri9al Methodn of Fawbush9 Miller 9 and Starrett., 
2 
The method is as followsg 
"After a lengthy_investigation of a large number 
of synoptic situations in the United State$ prior to 
19499 it was founcl that tornado situations developed 
~hen 9 and. only when 9 the synoptic situation was char~ 
acterized by the following conditions~· 
(l)o A layer of moist air near the earthUs 
surface must be surmounted by a deep layer of 
dry airo 
· (2)., The horizontal moisture distribution wi thi.n 
the moist layer must exhibit.a distinct maximum 
along a relatively narrow band (ioeo 9 a moisture 
wedge or ridge)., 
(3)., The horizontal distribution of winds aloft 
must exhibit a maximum of speed along a rela-
tively narrow band at some leve~ between 10 9 000 
and 20 9 000 feet.9 with the maximum speed exceed= 
ing 35 knots., 
(4)o The vertical projection of the axis of wind 
maximum must intersect the axis of the moisture 
ridge., 
l E" Jo Fawbush9 Ro Co Miller.9 and Lo G .. Starrett.9 ''An 
Empirical Method of Forecasting Tornado Development 9 '1 Bulletin 
American Met_eorologica~ Society XXXII ( January 9 1951) 9 pp~ 1-90 
2 ~o~ PPo 4-50 
(5}o The temperature distribution of the air 
column as a whole must be such as to indicate 
conditional instability. 
(6) o 'rhe moist· layer must be subjected to appre= 
ciable liftingo 
Some of the above rules have been individually 
expressed or implied in previous literature OOO!J but 
successful forecasting depends on consideration of 
the complEt_be seta 
It should be noted that the above conditions 
must be satisfied simultaneously at the time of the 
first appearance of tornadoes and similar s·tormso 
Synoptic situations preceding tornado development are 
often characterized by the presence of the above con= 
ditions but in separate areuso The forecasting 
problem is then usually limited to determining 
whether or not the air motion is 9 or will be 0 such as 
to bring the different favorable areas to coinci= 
denceo At other times,, one or two of the conditions 
may not be satisfied initially 9 but become so within 
12 to 24 hours o In all cases examined,) at least four 
of the six conditions have been fulfilled 12 hours 
prior to the outbreak of the storm9 the remaining 
ones becoming satisfied by the time of outbr'eako 
Owing to the sparsity of repoPting upper wind· 
stations:> condition (3) above is usually the one that 
offers the greatest difficulty, with the possible ex-
ception of condition (6)0 In about 80% of the cases 
examined 9 the wind maximum was determined from wind 
observationso In the remaining 20% of the cases 9 the 
maximum was determined from the pressure-contour 
chartso" 
Evaluation of the above criteria become involved for un= 
trained personnelo For this reason it will probably be neces= 
sary to retain the services of a competent meteorologisto 
Records available in the United States Weather Bureau in°0 • 
dicate that the year may be d:tvided into three periods of 
tornado activityg (1) The spring and early summer.9 March 
through Juneo During this period two-thirds of all tornadoes 
occur; (2) Tlrn late summer and early autum:n 9 JU:1y through 
Septembero One-,fifth of all tornadoes occur at this times: 
15 
(3) The late autumn and early winter,, October through Februaryo 
At this time one:_seventh of all tornadoes occuro 
It appears also 9 that topography indirectly influences the 
location of most severe tornadic activityo While tornadoes 
have occur:r•ed in every statej) the frequency of occurrence is 
much gre,a ter in the Great Plains than in any other region of 
North Americao 
The foregoing system of Fawbushj) Miller 9 and Starrett has 
been definitely verified ona number of occasions" In 1948 9 
these authors predicted one tornado that occurredo In 1949 9 
14 tornadoes substantiated their forecasts,, In 195'0 9 17 
tornadoes verified their predictions,, This work appears to be 
a most important contribution in fox•ec as ting tornadoes" 
A second meteorological method3 of predicting tornadoes 
has been proposed by Morris Teppero It is shownl.r. that a shock 
wave may be set up by a rapidly moving fronto The shock wave 
gives rise to a slight condensation of air masses subjected to 
this effect,, This in turnj) causes the pressure at the leading 
edge of the wave to exhibit a relatively sharp dlscontinuity 
with the remaining air particlese Tepper proposes that the 
north-south pressure jump is a pre-0 cold frontal pressure-jump 9 
induced by accelerations of the fronto Likewise 9 the east~west 
4 Morris Tepper.9 11 Proposed Mechanism of Squall Linesg The 
Pressure-Jump Lineo 11 ~ gf !~.r9'.1og,Y,9 VII (February 9 
1950) PPo 21-29,, 
pressure-jump is associated with accelerations along a warm 
front 9 due to temperature :irnrersiono When these two unequal 
pressure-jumps intersec:t 9 vortex sheets or contact discon-
tinuities are set up in their zone of interactiono This in-
teraction zone is characterized by sharp wind shear 9 which 9 
under suitable thermodynamic conditions 9 is favorable to the 
development of tornadoeso 
An important hy·pothesis of Tepperu s theory is that the 
pressure-Jump is not related to the front which produces it,, 
He corroborates this supposition with the reports5 of several 
tornadoes reported near Sto Louis in 19480 The tornadoes 
seemed to exhibit features uncommon to the most frequently en= 
countered ones o These 9 for example .9 occurr•ed without any vis'"' 
ible electrical activitya 
F'r·equent rnicrobarornetric surveys ar·e requir·ed at several 
points of observation in order to detect the presence of such 
a pressure=jump., It appear'S that the necessity for accurately 
timed 9 precise prer:rnure read:i.ngs may lirrrl t the advantages of 
this methodo ll/Ioreover 9 this system seems to be limited to 
weather stations equipped to make such readingsa It follows 9 
therefore)) that the most; significant feature of this method is 
to verify "The Empirical lYie thod11 " Purthermore ~ this sys tern is 
re 1ati vely nevv and wi11 9 in all probability 9 have to be in•= 
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vestlgated more completely before it may be regarded as a self, .. , 
sufficient criteria for tornado deve1opmento 
The 11 Sferic De tee tion System11 is an electr0 ical method 
which has been the subject of considerable investigationo 6 It 
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consists 9 essentially 9 of a radio receiver designed to pass all 
low frequencies below approximately 500 kco This information 
is displayed on a cathode ray osc illographo A clock and syn= 
chronized camera are integral parts of the equipment used for 
obtaining properly dated and timed photographso A direction 
finder7 has also been added so tb.at the direction from which 
the sferic originated may be determinedo This informatlon may 
also be checked against the AN/GRD'-'-'lA 9 Static Direction Finder.9 
developed by the United States Army Signal Corpso 
Hess8 found that while all thunderstorms contain low fpe-
quency sferics 9 tornadoes possess appreciable high frequency 
components as wello The exact value of these high frequency 
components is not known at this t:Lmeo From the sweep frequency 
settings of the oscillograph9 and from counts of the number of 
cycles present.9 these components have been estimated to be 
approximately 200 kco Due to attenuation and other factorsD it 
has not been possible to establish any relationship between the 
amplitude of the sferic and the rangeo Attempts to determine 
the range from sferic wave forms have been under investigation 
6 Philip l'L Hess;:, Installation and Operation of Electron= 
ic ~ .Detectior~ I/!9,__Ui)2!,ll8nt,9 =Master-=of Science ,Thesis;--= 
Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College 9 19510 
7 Vernon Do Wade 9 ~.e~.9]l~ent -~ ~~:q 2,f, .~  
1oop ~£ ~cti.££ ~"il~D Master of Science Thesis,) 
Oklahoma Agricul tura1 and Meehanical College 9 19.510 
8 Hess 9 opo cito9 PPo 48~49o 
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at the University of Floridao 9 The results of this work have 
largely been unsuccessfulo 
Another major disadvantage of the sferic detection system, 
at its present stage of development 9 is its inability to dis-
finguish incipient tornadoes from fully developed onesolO In-
cipient tornadoes are those which either remain in the thun-
derhead 9 or 9 which just staPt to form visible funnels and then 
break upo Accord:tng to Hess 9 11 the energy necessary for the 
formation of incipient tornadoes i.s only slightly less than for 
those tha.t do actually occur o For thls reason,i a number of 
severe thunderstorms,9 particularly those occuPring at the 
helght o:f the tornado season.,J give the same indications as the 
most violent manifestations of natureo It is believed that if 
tornado warnings were issued only on the basis of received 
sferics :v the communl ty would frequ.ently be alerted when only 
incipient conditions preva1L It :ls thought that such 11 false 
alarms" would lea.d to apprehension by c:tt:i.zens as to the 
effectiveness of such a system. 
It is the view of the project director 9 Dro H. L. Jones 9 
that a more accurate study of these waveforms could be achieved 
9 W. Jo Kessler and C. W. GoydEn",y ~ pet0rminatio11; 
to Thunderstorm ~as ,'.:i;'h!'ouEJ:1 ~L~ygj'o_£_]] Anal_yti~. p( Ass_oc_t_,ated 
;Atmospl}e,ri,9,§.o Department of Engineer:tng and Industrial 
Experiment Station9 Uni vex's i ty of Flor ida:;i Gs..insville 9 Florida,, 
( 19L~8) o 
10 Hess,9 .212,o c;J\0.1 PPo ,50"·51o 
11 Ibid~D PPo 50-510 
by incorporating a filter to eliminate the low frequency com= 
ponentso Fu.ture research may also suggest the use of a number 
of tuned circuits to select specific high frequency components 
which may be related exclusively to the incipient or mature 
tornadoo 
Hess also proposes the investigation of two other funda= 
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mental properties of the sferic wave 9 eogo 9 its waveform and 
durationo The work of Harder and Clayton12 would support wave= 
form studieso The 11 cold lightning stroke11 is one of high 
cur•rent and relatively short durationo The pulse duration 
ranges from 100 to 1000 microsecondso It has ~n explosive 
effect 9 causing objects to blow apart upon beiµg strucko The 
1•hot lightning stroken is one of. much smalle1° amplitude and 
much longer pulse duration 9 ranging from 2 9 000 to 10 9 000 
microsecondso It has an incendiary e.ffect causing objects to 
burno This type is believed to be the cause of many forest 
f . 13 ireso Until research can de.finitely establi.sh information to 
the contrary 9 it is conceivable that either of these types 
might predominate in the incipient or the fully developed 
tornadoo 
Hess witnessed a tornado west of Stillwater.9 Oklahomao 14 
12 Eu LQ Harder and·Jo Mo Clayton9 nLightning Phenomena 9 11 
The Westin_g;hou~ Engineei:9 (July 9 19.51) 9 PPo 106-lllo 
13 ];bi.Q.,o D Po 107 o 
14 HeSS9 loco s}=~o 
Intense lightning was observed close to the funneJ,o These 
strok$S were decidedly orange and appreciably different from 
those at some distance from the funne1 9 but in the same 
thunderheado This appears to be another exception to 
Humphreys~ description of electrical activity in a typical 
tornadoo 15 The observer claims that these strokes appe~red to 
be of longer duration 9 although he was a.ware of the fact that 
this may have been an optical illusiono Illumination from 
sources of great bri.lliance tend to alter the persistency of 
vislon/) when falling upon the eye o Nevertheless 9 exper•iences 
such a.s these suggest the lnvestigation of the third property 
of sferics 9 e o go ,9 pulse durationo To de. te ,) no wor•k appears to 
have been under•taken in this phase of the problemo 
There is one additional qualitative phase of the study 
which Dre Jones has consideredo With the assistance of a 
graduate student 1 the director has demonstrated that those 
lightni11.g strokes which are orange or pink apparently generate 
·the high frequency s:f'eric~ o D·u1'\ling a recent storm~ Dro Jones 
obl'H'll"Ved the oscillograph while the student watched for this 
color of lightning!'! Each t:li.'ne the1 airn1stant observed such a 
t!ltrol:te, th@ high :.f':r,®q;uency wave appeared Ol'l the scre<;mt:I 
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Anothar el@otricliil,l methc1d ham be@n invE'.1~t:igffi.t®d. in arl 
effort to dataot the onset er tcrnadia conditions. It might be 
21 
called the "magnetometer method11 o 
16 
It is known that during 
fair weather electric lines of force issuing from a region be-
lieved beyond the earthUs atmosphere 9 terminate on its surfaceo 
Accordingly 9 the earth bears a negative charge relative to the 
surrounding atmosphere., During severe thunderstorm17 activity 
the lines of force change direction in the vicinity of the 
storma The earth is then positive with respect to the air in 
the immediate vicinity of the stormo /A. magnetometer 18 has been 
developed which indicates both the sign and magnitude of this 
change ci A permanent r•ecord is kept on an instrument similar to 
the recording type ammetero 
19 According to Grubbs 9 very little correlation exists be-
tween changes in the magnetic field and prevailin~ weather con-
dition.so He has noted that on some fair weather days no mag-
netic variation occ~rred 9 while on others frequent changes were 
observeda It is reasonable to conclude that these variations 
might be due to airplanes taklng off and landing on a nearby 
runway" This possibility is supported by Johnsonis findings 0 20 
16 lC Bo McEachron and Others of the General Electric 
Company 9 Lightni}J;g }lI14 j:;he Protect:ton of E1ectriy Srs,t~9 
GEA= 317 3 ( 19 3 9) o . . .. 
17 I .b a ~ ~o 
18 David J.10 Johnson 9 An E1eot1"onic ~.J.:i:~tometer:;i Master 
of Science ThesisD Oklahoma Agricult1,1ral and Mechanical 
College!) 1950,, 
19 William C" Grubbs O Sr o 9 Weather 9 A trnospheric and 
Tqrnadic pts:~ances and Their Effes,ts -OlJ gha£Tu@in the 
Earthq S Mq,g_netis Fitl_q9 Master of Science TheS:t/3D Oklahoma 
Agricultural and Mechanical College 9 1951 9 Pa SOo 
20 Johnson 9 .2.£.a S:.:tt,a 9 p" .36 a 
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Before the magnetometer was moved to its present position at 
the airport.9 the passing of automobiles on the campus near the 
engineering building completely disrupted the operation of the 
equipm1;3nt a 
21 Although Grubbs found that some magnetic variation ex= 
isted during thunderstorm activity 9 no definite relationship 
could be reportedo Furthermore 9 magnetic variation in both 
fair and inclement weather may be more strongly influenced by 
phenomena such as magnetic storms and other sudden ionispheric 
disturbances which have relatively little bearing upon local 
weather conditionso If these results may be regarded as re= 
liable 9 it is clear that this method i.s somewhat questionable 
for tornado forecastingo 
Furthermore 9 in the instances which arise wherein little 
or no observable electrical activity exists with tornadoes 9 as 
described in Chapter Is it appears that neither the sferic de-
tection method nor the magnetometer method would be of any 
great vall1e o 
CHAPTER III 
REQTJIREME:1JtCS OP A l'/1E:r.l'BOHOLOGICAL HADAR 
During World War II many radar operatoJ'S observed echoes 
from areas experiencing thunderstorms and heavy precipitation., 
Airplanes, ships 9 tall structures 9 or other physical objects 
were frequently not present in the region producing the radar 
echoo Even in instances where such objects were present, the 
precipitation echo could be distinguished by {ts form and 
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motiono To many operators~ particularly those engaged in night 
bombing by radar.9 the appearance of weather echoes was a dis-
turbing influence., In some cases it prevented a mission fpom 
carry:i.ng out its assigned duty., Meteorologists recognized, 
however, that this new instrument could aid the forecaster in 
short range predictions and in veri~ying certain anticipated 
conditions o Towards the close of tb.e 1ivar the various military 
and naval services undertook extensi.ve study and investigation 
in the rapidly growing field of nR.adar Meteorology"o Data from 
all parts of the world were gatheredi studied and cataloged for 
futur© reference o With the liftir:i.g of security restrictions 
th1,1, t followed the end of' hos ti.Lt ti.es 3 this ma terla.l was made 
available to scientists~ rneteorologlstse1 and engineers con-
o~rn®d with we~therr, resea'.l"'ChQ PubLtshed repor·cs of wart:lme 
aot1vit1aa1 indicate that practically all types of weather phe-
nomena capable of appea1"ing on oscilloscopes have been observed 
1 Ro H., Maynard 11 Cornma.nder:; U., So No 9 11 Radar and Weather»" 
Journal of Meteorology 0, II (December,9 194.S) 9 Po 215 .. 
and photographed» with the exception of tornadoeso It is the 
main purpose of this study to suggest possible methods by which 
radar can be integrated into existing systems for effecting 
positive identification of expected tornadic conditions. 
~ In its simplest forms radar consists of a transmitter, re-
ceiver, synchronizers and appropriate indicating device 9 as 
shown in Fig. lo The frequency of the transmitter and receiver 
is usually between 3 9 000 and 10,000 megacycles. The transmitter 
radiates an extremely large amount of power for a very small 
period of time. The power usually is from 50 kilowatts to 1 
me gawatt, and the transmission time» or pulse time , is generally 
about l microsecond. 
SvNCHFON1ZE_i---r--....,.,iTRANSM1TTE __ _ 
INOICATOR 
Fig . l. Block diagram of a radar system. 
About 1,000 of these pulses are transmitted each second. This 
is described by signifying that the pulse recurrence frequency, 
or p . r . f., is 1~000 cycles per second. During the time when no 
pulse is being transmittedv the receiver is operative. If 
there is an airpla~e, battleship, or some other targe t in line 
with the radar beam, some of the energy which strikes it will 
be reflected back to the radar seto The receiver will detect 
this small amount of reflected energy and will amplify ito By 
suitable meansj this echo is displayed on a visuaJ. indicator 
called a cathode ray oscilloscopeo In radar parlance the name 
is frequently shortened to radar=scope 9 or simply scope, 1I1he 
radiating system consists of a small antenna mounted at the 
focal point of a parabolic reflectoro In this manner a highly 
directive beam is formedo Such an arrangement concentrates the 
energy so as to achieve a long range and at the same time per-
mit the accurate determination of azimuth and elevation" The 
synchronizer is an electronic tinier which turns the transmitter 
and receiver on and off at precise intervalso Furthermore, the 
synchronizer con.trolls the operation of the indicator so.that 
returning echoes may be read dix'ectly in yards or mileso Just 
as the transmitter starts generating energy 9 the synchronizer 
activates electrical apparatus which starts a line on the 
scopeo The line continues to move across the scope even after 
the transmitter is turned offo The line reaches its terminus 
just as the time has elapsed corresponding to the most distant 
target for the range selectedo Then the line is retraced, be-
ginning as the transmitter sends out a second pulse., 'rhis 
entire process is repeated at the pulse recurrence frequency of 
the set,, 
A number of cathode ray tube displays have been de.;.. 
2 
veloped9 but only those important in meteorological applica= 
2 Federal Telephone and Radio Corporation, Reference Data 
for Radio Engi11_e~~~ pp o L1_6L1_=l+65 o 
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tions will be consideredo The simplest svieep is called the 
A-scope.9 Figo 2" Amplitude in the vertical direction is 
plotted versus range in the horizontal directiono 
J=Scope PPI~Scope RIU-Scope 
Figo 2o Important catrwde ray tube displayso 
The first pulse is caused by energy flowing directly from the 
transmitter to the receiver o An au.,'\:iliary indicator must be 
provided to show the azimuth and elevation of the antennao All 
targets appear as vertical spikes 9 called pipso ':Phe intensity 
increases as the antenna is brought in line with the taI'get 9 
and as the range to the target is decr'easedo The height of the 
transmitter pulse represents the saturation level. 9 since no 
echo I'egardless of strength can exceed this amplitude" The 
range will usually vary from 20 to 100 miles, depending upon 
equipment settings,, When a high degree of range accuracy is 
desired:i an auxiliary A-scope.9 called an expanded A-scope3 is 
Providedo rl'he expanded A-scope is exactly like the one shown 
above, except that its entire length of base line represents 
only 5 miles,, Associated elec.troni.c equipment allows any five 
3 Uo B. Air Forcej Radar Storm Detection~ A. F. Manual --· - -=~---" 10_5,.,JO:i p., 180 
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mile interval within the range of the main A=scope to be choseno 
\ 
The J-scope increases the accuracy of reading the range by 
using a curved base line. The length of the line is approxi-
mately 3ol4 times grea ter than the A-sc ope having the same diam= 
eter. The transmitter pulse appears at the top of the scope and 
its width is equal to the pulse width. As with the A-scope.9 the. 
amplitude of the transmitter pulse just reaches the saturation 
level. The range is read clockwise from the topo The J-scope 
also requires auxiliary indicators to show the azimuth and ele= 
vation of the targeto The princ ipal feature of this display is 
its greater accuracy over the A-scope of equivalent dimensionso 
r The plan position indicator 9 PPI - scopej employs a radial 
sweep which rotates at the antenna speedo Range is read 
radially outward from the cente r and azimuth appears directly on 
the scope. For a fixed installation the antenna is usually 
adjusted so that when the radial trace is straight upward 3 the 
radar signal is directed toward true northo For ,a ship or air-
craft j this line us ually is parallel to the longitudinal axiso 
Any target can then be determine~ r elative to the craft's head= 
ing 0 This display is referred to as "intensity modulated" since 
a target appears as a dot or smear of light on the scope 0 Only 
an approximation ean be made of the amplitude of the echo . It 
is common practice to have the antenna revolve clockwise 9 al= 
though provisions are generally available f or counterclockwise 
rotation and for adjusting the ' brilliance so that the revolving 
line just fades out with no incoming signal o The effect of the 
transmitter pulse can be obs erved by a bright spot of light at 
n~ciliary indicator is necessary to vive ,) the 
elevation angle of tho D.ntonno.. !rn l\.·-EH~opc; is usually added 
when it is desired to measure echo signal strength. This dis-
play has fol1nd wide use both in mill tar•y and meteorological 
app1icat:tonn. 
The range hoight :i.!1d:l.cator, HHit was fir,st used on gun-
lo.ying radaro Later• on it rras used in ground controlled 
approach (GCA radar),, Because this display gives an accurate 
indication' of heic;ht., it has foUL""l.d wide use in radars adapted 
for meteorological applications. Height or elovatlon is 
plotted versus ranee. The elevation scale is usually made ten 
times as large as the range scale. Typical dimensions are 6 
miles on the vertical scale and 60 miles on the horizontal 
~cale o Th:ts S1cope alno ornploys :ln tens :i.ty modulat :ton. Addl-
t:tonal ~~qutpment is ne cos sary to de teJ:>mtno tho o.z imuth of the 
an terms.._ 'l1he JTK>fS t imp or-tan t me tooroloe;icnl adv an tagc of th:i.s 
scope preiientD.tion is :i.ts ability to provide vc::rt:lonl cross 
section patterns of preolpitatlon and thundercloud8. It can be 
used for determining tho height of conveotivo colls within 
clouds~ The Rill ls the most accurate type of display f'Ol" 
memeu~ing the vertical g~owth rate of convective cells~ 
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Table I gives the band designations 9 frequencies and 
wavelengths in common use in radar applicationso4 The two most 
widely used frequency ranges are the X and S bandso In 
particular, the frequencies of 99 375 megacycles or 3o2 centi-
meters, and 3 9 300 megacycles or 9ol centimeters 9 have been 
used extensively in radar work o As will be discussed later 1 
the frequency chosen for a given radar will influence its range 
and power requirementso 
An important consideration in determining whether a certain 
object will be detected by a radar set is its "target echoing 
area". This echoing area or radar cross section, as it is 
commonly called9 may be defined.5 as "4 TI' times the ratio of the 
power per unit solid angle scattered backward toward the trans-
mitter 9 to the power per unit area striking the target o" For 
structures which are large in proportion to the wavelength, and 
which are relatively complex 9 the target echoing area varies 
rapidly with the angle of incidenceo The radar cross section 
has been calculated for a number of important configurations . 6 
These results are listed in Table IIo 
The resolving power 9 or the ability of a radar to dis-
tinguish two or more c losely situated objects at long range s, 
becomes important when the dimensions and numbers of targets 
have to be ascertainedo A study of' Figso 3 and 4 shows that 
4 Federal Telephone and Radio Corporation9 .QE.o ci t o s p . L~6lo 
5 Ibido9 Po 462 0 
6 Ibido , pp o 462=L1.6J. 
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Table IIo Radar Cross Sections of Important Configurations . 
Type of Reflector Cross Section 
Tuned Dipole (aalf-wave Radiator) 0 022 "' 
Small Sphere (Radius = a) a/~<Oo15 9rraZ(2 Tr 8./")4 
Large Sphere (Radius ·~ a) a/.>,.> loO rrat 
Corner Reflector with One Edge= a (Maximum) 4rrl't/3 >-.2, 
Flat Plate with Area = A (Normal Incidence) 4rr(A//\)2, 
Cylinder with Radius= a 9 
2rrL2 a/>,. Length= L (Normal Incidence) 
Small Airplane 200 sq., fto 
Large Airplane 800 ·sqo fto 
Small Cargo Ship 15'00 sqo fto 
Large Cargo Ship 1609000 sq .. fto 
if two targets are spaced less than one=half of the pulse length 
apart , the reflected echoes overlap 9 giving the effec t of a 
single targeto 7 When the targets are separated by more than 
one-half of the pulse length apart 9 no overlapping occurs and 
the targets appear individual of each othero A review of this 
discussion shows that a radar set should have a short pulse 
length if it is required to have high resolving powero ;. The 
measurement of the dimensions of convective cells frequently 
places restrictions on the minimum permissible resolving power 
of meteorological radarso Since radio waves travel at 300 
million meters per second in free space , in one microsecond a 
wave train would advance 300 meterso If such a pulse length 
were employed 9 the resolving power would be 150 meters .. Targets 
would have to be at least 150 meters or L~92 feet apart to be 
separately identifiedo As this may represent an appreciable 
distance under some circumstances 9 it has been found necessary 
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to reduce the pulse ·1ength t o O a 5 microseconds for specialized 
purposeso Radars have been designed with pulse widths as short 
as Ool microseconds~ with a consequent resolving power of 15 
meters or L~9 o2 fee to 
! R,LSE 
LENGTH. 
Figo 3o Targe ts separated by 
more than oneMhalf pulse 
length produce echoes which 
do not overlap. 





4o To.rge·ts separa. ted by 
less than one-half pulse 
length produce overlapping 
echoeso 
The type of resolution discussed above is.?alled range 
resolution to distinguish it from horizontal and vertical 
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resolutiono The latter types are dependent upon the horizontal 
and vertical beam widths 9 respectivelyo All radar beams 
exhibit a sli-ght amount of divergence8 a·s the wave travels 
from the radiator into spaceo The angle of divergence between 
the half power points of the beam is defined as the beam 
widtho For many applications this spreading effect is unde-
sira.ble 9 because in addition to limiting t~ resolution the 
energy density of the wave front (watt;s })er unit area) is de-
creased inversely as the square of the distanceo9 Consequently 
the energy incident upon any target is less than tt would be 
were there no divergenceo Thus beam spreading has the effect 
of limiting the range for a given t:r'ansmitted powero 
For certain purposes10 it has been found desirable to 
maintain a high degree of horizontal resolution9 .but to decrease 
the vertical resolution,. AN/APQ-13,1 an X-band radar designed 
for search, navigation and high altitude bombing~ has a 3° beam 
width in the horizontal plane 9 but a 90° beam width in the 
vertical planeo This arrangement f'aci.litates rapid intercep-
tion.? since moving ta1•gets can be more readily detected than 
0 if the ver·tical beam width were only 3 also., Provisions are 




U., So A., Fo 9 AF Manual 105,-30 9 .£.£0 .£1~., 9 PPo 1+-5o 
I,bid., 9 po 4., 
ill,go 9 Po 67 o 
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vertical and horizontal beam widths are approximately 3°. 1- This 
. alteration is recommended when th:i.o radar is used iri meteor-
ological worko Other radars, such as AN/CPS-L1. (Beavertail) 9 . 
AN/CPS-6 (v...:Beam) s and AN/TPS·"lO (Lil Abner), which are intended 
for height findel"' purposes, have beam widths of 1 ° in the 
vertical plane~ but fairly wide beam dispersions in the horlzon-
tal planeo This configuration allows targets to be detected 
through .large azimuth angle·s ve1"y 1"8.pidly., Simultaneously 1 the 
height can be determ:tned to a hj_gh degree of accuracy.. When 
~.sed :tn conjunction with other• radars possessing good horizon-
tal resolution, this equipment constitutes the heart of the fire 
·control. system. 
1 From the standpoint of meteorology, vertical resolution is 
more· important than horizontal resolution'° ~.1his is bees.use high 
r~solving power in the vertical p1ane :ts necessary to accurately 
measure the growth rate and tops of convective cellso Also most 
storms have gr~a··ber horizontnl than vcrt1.cal development. This 
is consistent w:1:bh tho statement in Cha.pt;er I that at maturity 
the horizontal 11nd veJ:i·bical dimens icm.s of' a convective cell are 
oomparabl~lt It i~ :ralatively infreiqu~nt that a stor.m is c·om-
poll!1.1,d of only one cHmv~c·~iv® ('Hlllo lVlors co:rr.ll'tlonly» e.s many as 
four or fiv® cell~ m~y be pre~0nt in a well developed thunder-
~to;rmo Fig.$ !'Ah.owl\\\ th~ e.f:Cect; of vertical resolution upon the 
portion of' the ta:r,i;'et '.Lnterceptedo It can be seen at long 
ranges that the lower portion of the target is not detected due 
to the curvature of' the ea.1"th., Sp1"'0ading· causes a vacant region 
between the clou<;l top and the uppel" limit of the beam at this 
ra:r1geo Much useful energy may be lost in the upper portion of 





Illustrating the effect'of 
of target intercopted., 
12,5 
vertical beam width 
1 Si~ce radar waves travel in straight lines and are nbt 
reflected by the ionispher•e, it would seem reasonable to con-
clude that such propagat:ton is l:tmited to line of ,sight rangeso 
However radars opera:ting on the ground have been known to detect 
objects far beyond the visual range.'l) and in fact., beyond the 
horizono In other ins tanc:es, aircraft flying at ve1"y nigh al ti-
tudes have been able to increase the. line of sight to ranges, 
which in some instances/) exceeded the capabilities of the 
existing airbcn:1ne radar" For e;rnrnple 9 o.:trc:t•af t such as the B-36 
are capable of !'lying at e..lt'itudes e.ppl"'OG.Ohi1'1g .5'0.~000 feeto 
Neglecting r~f:t"'aotiott ef:f'ec ts 9 the 11:ns of s :lght d:i.s ta.nee to the 
horizon is lll.ppro:dmately, 
R :i J2'h = J2 ;;,~ !,0 9 000 m:tles = 316 :mileso 
, In the above reJ.e.tton t11e altitude 51 hi, is given i.n feeto Only 
very few of the :largest mic:r:•owavo car<Ly war•ning.., wm,w, radars 
are known to have ranges of thls or•cler of magnitude 9 and none 
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of the airborne unitso Evidently other factors than the mere 
specification of the optical horizon influence the range of a 
radar set,, One factor., e,,g,,,, spreading of the beam, has already 
been considered as a potential means of limiting the range,, .The 
remaining factors will now be considered in detailo 
The selection of the pulse recurrence frequency will have a 
definite bearing upon the rangeo For high pulse recurrence 
rates more energy is transmitted per unit tirne 9 assuming all 
other factors remain unchanged,r but the time allowed for return-
ing signals will be directly reduced. Therefore 5 the higher the 
pulse recurrence frequency, the shorter the range. The pulse 
recurrence rate also influences the required screen pe1"sistency 
of the scopeo If thB p.rofo is relatively low, the target will 
be traced fewer times per' second than if it is high. Moreover 9 
if the scope is a PPI.9 the same portion of the scope may be 
traced only once every 30 seconds 9 or even less frequently. 
This requires that plan position indicators and scopes for long 
:range radars should have high pei•s is tency e Likew:tse short range 
radars should have low persistencyo It is general practice also 
to provide a sweep range which is greater than the associated 
equipment for any given settingo This is usually done to make 
full use of the existing range of the set o' The SCR .. 58L~ is an 
11 exception to this rule, however. As a result, certain diffi-
culties such as flsecond sweep echoes" ar:lse in the operation of 
this radar.' This will be considered in detail in the next 
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chapter" 
"'Another factor whicn may seem incidental but which is., 
nevertheless 9 important in limiting the range of a radar set is 
the rotational speed of the radiating system. The rotational 
speed must be slow enough to a11ow a signal to reach and return 
from a target at the most distant equipment range. Should it 
revolve too rapidly it may completely miss echoes returning from 
long ranges. This factor also influences scope persistencyj 
because the slo1uer the radiator r·evolves the longer is the 
period between successive r•etPac:i.ngs of the same portion of the 
screen. 
4 Another factor which acts to limit the range is the re-
ceiver band width. 'Vhe nuiximurn. I'Emge is detei•mined by the mini-
d t t bl . l 12 mum e ec a e signa o rrhe r-equir•ed amount of this signal 
will be dependent upon inherent equipment noiseo 1J:he wider the 
band of the receiver 9 the greater will be the internal noise, 
and~ consequent1y 1 the greater will be the required signal 
strength of the returning echo" Hence,, the greater the band 
widthv the shorter the maximum range o ':Chis gives rise to con= 
flioting requirements 9 hmrrnve1'"'J since a wide band width is nee-
essary to pass the high frequency components of the echo which 
ax·e necessary for good target def'init:tono 
- l" We;xler> ,> has made a study of the required power and wave-
12 Ibi_d,,, 9 po 13 o 
13 Raymond We.xlc:1r and Donald Mo Swingle 9 11 Radar Storm 
Detection/1 Bulleti:q Amer~ lVL~..:~~2.rol£f~cal Soci~ty9 XXVIII 
(April, 19L,7 )p pp o l'SC)~,1b7 o 
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length necessary to procure a given radaro rangeo The following 
mathematical development is based on his worko The power radi= 
ated per unit area from a non-directional or isotropic system is, 
Power Density=· Power Per Unit Area - [4:r2] Watts/Sq" Meter 3 
where Pis the transmitted power in 
watts 9 and r is the range to target in meterso 
The denominator of the above expression will be recognj_zed as 
the surface area of a sphereo This relationship clearly shows 
that spreading of the radiated energy 1~educes the power density 
in the wave front in propoYtion to the square of the radius of a 
hypothetical sphere corresponding to the range ro If the beam 
is focused by an appropriate reflecting device so that it has a 
gain Gover the isotropic radiator 9 the power density now incl-
dent upon the target is 9 
Power Density - ~ GP l ., 
u~trr2J 
Assuming isotropic reflection of the echo by the target 1 the 
power density arriving at the radar receiver is~ 
Power Density = I .. TGP . 21 
Ll4nr2) J 
where Tis the effective target area" If the effective area of 
the r13.dar receiv:ing antenna is A9 the power received-will be 
0 
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. . 14 It has been shown that 9 
G- ~] 
where A is the wavelength of radiationo Also, it has been 
determined empirically that the effective area 9 Ail is approxi= 
mately 
A -
where Bis the apertural area of the radiatoro Substituting the 
two foregoing relationships lnto the expression for the power 
received yields 
p 
r ( 1) 
Equation (1) shows that when the target does not completely in= 
tercept the radar beam9 :Leo D when the cross section of the 
target is much smaller than the beam 9 the received power is pro-
portional to the inverse four power of the range and the inverse 
square of the wavelengtho~ Referring to Figa $0, this 
correspcnds to the power received from a target of the approx-
imate range and dimension as at point Ca 
The expression for the received power will now be developed 
for the case where the target just completely intercepts the 
beam!> In Figo 5., this would cor1·espond approximately to the 
target at point ~o 15 Stratton has shown· that when the drop 
14 See Appendix Ao 
15 JPAo Stratton9 llThe Effeot of Rain and Fog on the Prop-
agation of Very Short Hadio Waves 9 " Proceedings of the Institute 
of Radio Enp.;lneers .9 XVIII (June:, 1930) 9 pp o 10D4°~1o7I~o 
diameter is much less than the :rnvelength, the scattering of 
radio energy is given by 9 
s = 
.where e is the veloc i'ty of light in fre~/ spac~!) 
~nd I° is the dipole moment of the drop,, 
The dipole moment for a single drop is equal to 
where e is the dielectric constant of the water.,. 
ai is the drop radius 9 and. 
Eis the electric field intensity acting on the dipoleo 
When the above two relationships are substituted into the 
scattering equation 9 · the/resulting expression becomes 
s = Kl6~P;:V , (::~)] , 
The radar cross section has previously been defined and is 
If there a.re n targets which intercept the beam, and if these 
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targets a.re at such positlons that their~individual echoes arrive 
at the :radar receiver at the same instant 9 s.lthough the phase 
relationships may be variable .11 the powev in each echo may be. 
added arithrneticallyo The effect:tve target area then becomes 9 
6 
(2J a. o 
J. 
Equation (2) is the mathematical expression for the well known 
"Rayleigh Law" of scattering<) Originally9 Rayleigh used a 
similar line of reasoning in explainlng that the blue color of 
the skJ is due t0 scattering of sunlight by dust particleso 
Expressed in words, this law states that the scattering cross 
section is proportional'." to the sixth power of the drop radius .. , 
and the inverse ,fourth power of the wavelengtho This relation-
ship has been verified mathematically for 10-cm waves for all 
rainfall intensitieso For 3-cm waves this relationship holds 
for rainfall intensities up to 25 rn.i111meters per houro If the 
value of T obtained from equation (2) is substituted back into 
equatlon (1) 9 the power received becomes 
Pr ~ 11_(64.APB~~~+~) 2] -~_n._. · ...





Ii' the above equation is summed from zero to n 9 and if the mean 
6 
sixth power of all the drops illuminated is substituted for a.p 
the above becomes 
\Vb.ere n is the number of dl'ops illuminated:, and 
~ 
a6 is the mean sixth power> of radii of all drops illu.111inatedo 
Ifoxt;9 the following substitution is introduced; 
n ~ NV 
where N is the drops per unit volurne 9 and 
V is the volume effectively illurn:tnatedo 
If the target completely intercepts the beam as at position Bin 
. -
Figo 5o, th~ maximum volume which is effectiv~ly illumln,ated, 
Vml) may be shown to be one-half the pulse length in space times 
the area illuminated by the antenna_beamo This gives 
where dis the pulse length in space 9 
and e is the angle of beam width in radianso 
Furthermore, it has been empirically demonstrated that16 
e = ~·~5A~ 
where D is the diameter of the paraboloid in meters when A is 
expressed in meterso The. apertural area of the parabola is 
related to the diameter by the following expression: 
B= ~] 
Substituting this expression into the prev·ious one and squaring 
yields 
When the equations for n,11 V mti and E} are substituted into the 
power ;received equation 9 the result is 
. ~ 6 6 61 ~21 P = .Ool tr BdNa P (e-1 · ~ r · · · · 2 ,4- e+2 
r /\ . 
If the t~rget completely intercepts the beam and some un* 
illuminated volume remains 9 the above e1tpression must be 
. . 
modified by the percentage of the maximum volume that is 
completely intercepted 9 thus 9 
(3J 
The above expression holds for targets at any range, up to the 
range at which Vis just equal to Vmo In Figo 5o 9 this would 
correspond to positions A and Bo 
A The foregoing results show thatg (lJ Targets whose echoing 
area are equal to or larger than the beam cross section give 
rise to a received power which is inversely proportional to the 
square of the range and the fourth power of the wavelengtho 
This is due to the fact that up to the range at which the beam 
cross section just exceeds that of the target, the total power 
incident upon the object is constanto However, the energy 
scattered backwards from the echo source is not directive ' like 
the transmitted beamo Its radiation pattern varies between a 
directivity approaching that of the transmitted beam and 
isotropic conditionso The exact pattern will be controlled by 
the shape of the echo source 9 its uniformity, and the angle of 
incidence of the transmitted beamo As a result 9 an attenuation 
factor of 1/r2 is always introduced along the return pa.th .. 
There is an exception to this condition in which the echo source 
has the same directivity as the beamo Such a condition arises 
·, 
when using the so called "echo box11 frequently employed for 
tuning radar setso This is merely an antenna mounted at the 
center of a parabolic reflector and placed on a line with the 
radar antennao The spacing of the antenna and echo box is 
commonly 20 to 50 feeto Most echo boxes include a delay line 
provision so that the target appearing on the scope has an 
apparent range of 10 to 20 mileso This facilitates tuning by 
moving the echo away from the bright spot at the center of the 
PPio Such a highly directive target is so infrequently en-
countered in meteorological work that its smaller range attenua-
tion factor may be disregardedo (2) Targets whose echoing areas 
are smaller than the beam cross section give rise to a received 
power which is inversely proportional to the fourth power of the 
range and the square of the wave1engtho As stated previously, 
the power falling upon the target under these conditions is in-
versely proportional to the square of the range,, 'rhe overall 
attenuation factor is the product of the transmission path 
attenuation factor and the echo path attenuation factoro This 
2 ' 
would produce a trans:mission attenuatlon factor of 1/r and also 
an echo attenuation factor of l/r2 o The overall attenuation 
fa.cto:r would be the product of the two or 1//~ o 
Due to the relatively gradual diverging effect, no sharp 
transition occurs for the two cond:t tions above~ Mo1"'eover:, the 
above results /:'I.re based on the prem5.se of absolutely uniform 
target cross sections/ Well developed thunderheads w1.11 have a 
he1,~o~ogeneous mixture of ice,\! bail,, and '.Illa t~r 1 all of which b.ave 
diffe:r@nt re flee ti vi ty oonstants., 'rherei'or•e these conolua ions 
should only be vegarded as $.pproxima·be., 
17 Other writings - have indicated that when the target ia 
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larger than the beam in one dimension but not the other., the 
received power will be inversely proportional to the cube of the 
range. This is perhaps the condition which is most frequently 
encountered when tracking storms at long ranges. Generally 
several convective cells of about the same vertical development 
will group together in moderate to severe thunderstorms. Under 
such conditions the horizontal dimension of the storm wil.l ex-
ceed the horizontal beam width, but th~ vertical dimensi6n of 
the beam will exceed the vertical convective cell developmento 
Equation (3) shows that to have a large received power, 
and therefore greater range capabilities, a radar should have a 
high peak of transmitted power, a large and well focused 
radiating system,!) a short wavelength 9 a.nd a long pulse width. 
The last requirement appears to be in conflict with the short 
pulse width required for high range resolution. However~ in-
spection of (3) shows that the product of the transmitted power 
and the pulse length, Fd 9 appears a.s a factor. It is known tha.t 
di:.:· ct 
where c is the velocity of light and tis time .. In additionll 
energy is given by . t 
w "' fr rlt. 
considered constant over the pulse period, and 
this assumpt:tcn holds approximately for m0s·b radar·s-9 the 
preceding expression becomes 
W = Pt,, 
Therefore the product becomes 
Pd= P(ct) = cPt = cW. 
4S 
Since c is a constant 9 it may be multiplied by the remaining 
numerator factoro This gives two new factors.)) one of which is a 
constant and the other the expression for the energy corita:i.ned 
in each transmitted pulseo Since the energy may be computed 
from the area under the power versus time curve, it is evident 
that the energy,, and hence the received power, will. be invariant 
provided the area under the curve is constanto This can be 
achieved by using a small transmitted power and a. long pulse 
period, or a very large transmitted power and a very short pulse 
widtho These conditions are demonstrated in Fig. 60 The pulse 
at (A) has twice the period and half the power of the pulse at 
(B)o 
dA ={c r) 
d8~E[J 
The range resolution of 




Figo fro Illustrating the powe1"' versus range resolution rela-
tionshipo 
Although th@ 1;1.rea m1der bo'th cur•v,iH'l, and therefo:i."'® the erie1"'gy in 
resolution of the pulse at (Bl 
is twioe as g~$at as at (A)o In view of this ooneideration, tne 
pulse width and a li~u,"'ge amotu1.t o.t' €'Inergy pe1" pulsrh 'This :ts 
equ1valeht to specifying a' very high peak powero 
Equations (2) and (3) show that the radar cross section of 
a target is proportional to Na6 SJ where N is the total number of 
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Light Rain (lo25 mm/hr) 
Moderate Rain (5 mm/hr) 
Heavy Rain (12o5 mm/hr) 
Median Din.meter 
drops per unit volume 9 and a is the root mean sixth power of the 
18 drop radiuso Table III, taken from Wexler , gives median 
diameters for various clouds and rain" It may be seen that Na6 
for moderate rain is approximately one mi llion times greater 
than that of cloudso This leads t o the conclus ion that moderate 
rain at 100 miles would give a greater return than clouds at 
1/ 10 mileo Most clouds are generally not detectable by radar, 
although some which precede the onset of a rainstorm do give a 
return , though rain may not be visibly fallingo Wexler 
believes that under these circumstances t he drops in the cl ouds 
approach the size of raindropso 19 If this be the case 9 radar 
would be useful in determining qualitatively those clouds from 
which rain might be expectedo 
Snowflakes have a mean diameter of about 1 9 5 cm as compared 
with raindJ:1ops, whose mean diameter is approximately 1 0 5 mm 0 
18 Wexler and Swingle, .2)20 cito ~ PPo 159-1670 
19 Wexler and Swingle, loco cito 
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Ifowever, the reflectivity of snow and ice is much less than 
water., because of' the smaller dielectric constant of the former .. 
This has led to some difficulty.in determining th~_r_13:dar cross 
section of snow by comparison.tests_ with watero As a result no 
quantitative estimate of the radar cross section is available 
' 
for snow and ice., .These results Et~e supported by the fa.ct that 
portions of-the cloud containing large amounts.of ice are 
frequently not detectable except at ve1,.,y short ranges from the 
radar.. This gives the impression that the. cloud increases in 
size as it approaches the rao.ar.9_ and decreases a~· it recedes .. _ 
A.ctua.lly the highly reflective por•tions containing water are the 
first to b~ detected and the last to fade., 1rhe less reflective 
portions are only detectable in the immediate vicinity of the 
stationo 
The foregoing mathematical relationships 9 and the subse-
quent conclusions based upon theml) were· developed by assuming 
:negligible attenuation of the wave., In practice it is found 
that under certain circumstances atmospheric attenuation may be 
appreciable!> Wexler observed a stor•rn20 approaching the United 
St/;J,.tes Army Signal Corps Labo!'atories., Belmar ... New Jersey, on 
th@ night of April 2~ 1946., Heavy rain was visible on the 3-cm 
radar set used to a range of 70 miles, but attenuation was so 
s@verie that the sharp outline, of the cold fr•ont wa.s detectable 
to a range of only 30 miles~ 
As electromagnetic waves travel through the atmosphere., 
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21 they are attenuated by scattering and absorptiono For 
particles large in relation to the wavelength and of heavy con-
centration, scattering results in appreciable attenuation of the 
incident waveo Also pr~cipitation particles are characterized 
by a relatively higher dielectric loss, and therefore absorb 
energy from the passing wave by converting ft into heato Both 
of these effects are unimportant for wavelengths exceeding 
10 cm, but they· may appreciably limit the range of 1 cm waves, 
or shortero Stratton22 was one of the fi~st to recognize this 
effecto Attenuation also results from absorption by oxygen and 
23 
uncondensed water vaporo The mechanism involved in this 
effect, however, is different from the absorption by precipita-
tion ·particles o · 
A strong absorption band occurs near Oo5 cm for oxygen. 
Likewise, a 1i'trong absorption band for water vapor has been 
calculated to be centered near lo33 cmo It is believed also 
that a weaker absorption band for water vapor occurs near Ool7 
cm. The most important thing to be gained from these studies is 
that atmospheric attenuation increases with decreasing wave-
length, becoming a major consideration for radiation below 1 cm. 
The following table has been taken from Wexler24 to illustrate 
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Table IVo Percentage Two-Way Transmission For 3o2 Cm and 10 Cm 






3o2 Cm Waves 10 Cm Waves 
attenuation through a tropical atmosphere for two-way trans-
missiono 
In view of the foregoing considerations, equation (3) can 
25 
be written in its most general form to consider the effects 
of attenuation as follows: 
Pr = I{ po lfrrr6BPdVna6) le-1,~ L\ r2 jt vm \e+'J J 
(4-) 
where K is the atmospheric attenuation constanto In the case of 
propagation through heavy rain$ a different attenuation constant 
would have to be employedo 
Although transmission of 3o2 cm waves through moderate or 
heavy rain is greatly attenuated, it seldom happens that such 
rainfall intensities occur for more than a few kilometerso A 
notable exception to this situation is present along frontal 
zones or under certain orographic circumstances that give rise 
to extensive areas of heavy rain .. Waves in the 3 cm band are 
virtually blacked out by such exigencieso 
25 Ra7mond Wexler,1 "Radar Detection of a Frontal Storm 
18 June 194-6g" Journal£!, Meteorology 9 IV (January, 194-7)$ 
PPo 38-440 
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When the attenuation due to rain and atmospheric effects 
are considered, it is found that for 3o2 cm radar moderate rain 
produces a stronger echo than light rain up to 75 kilometers due 
6 to larger values of Na for moderate rain. Beyond 75 kilometers 
increased rain attenuation favors the reception of light rain. 
Likewise, heavy rain produces a stronger echo for 3.2 cm waves 
below 10 kilometers, and less at greater distances. It has been 
estimated that if the minimum detectable signal of the radar were 
p =PX 10-l5 
r 
then 3.2 cm ·waves could detect light rain through light.!:!!!! to 
about 50 kilometers; moderate rain could be detected through 
moderate.£!!!! to about 65 kilometers; and heavy rain could be 
detected through heavY !.!.!n to about 25 kilometers. 
When 3.2 cm waves are compared to 10 cm waves, it is found 
that the shorter wavelength gives the better return from heavy 
rain throu5h heavY !.!!ll up to approximately 41 kilometers. 
Beyond this range, 10 om waves give . a stronger echo. Echoes 
from moderate rain through moderate .t!1n give a better return 
tor 3.2 om waves up to approximately 124 kilometers. At greater 
ranges 10 om w~ves give a stronger echo. These comparisons are 
made on the basis ot equal radar characteristics tor both sets • . 
Equation (3) shows that in the absenoe ot rain attenuation 
the power returned tor J.2 om waves is approximately 100 times 
greater than from 10 cm waves. The oonclusion may then be drawn 
that while 10 om waves are more suitable for storm detection 
through appreciable distances of heavy rain, 3.2 om waves are 
better tor the temperate latitudes, where in general moderate 
and light rain prevailo Heavy rain does not frequently exist 
over long ranges in this regiono 
It was mentioned earlier in this chapter that under certain 
circumstances radar waves have been known to detect targets con-
siderably beyond the horizono This point will now be considered 
in detailo Generally speaking 9 the index of refraction even 
under standard conditions decreases slightly with increasing 
altitudeo Long waves such as those used in the broadcast band 
are not appreciably influenced by this conditiono However as 
the wavelength of radiation is steadily reduced a refraction 
effect is notedo As the wavelength decreases below one meter 9 
the effect is sufficiently large that it must be taken into con-
sideration in determining the radar horizono 
For average weather conditions the curvature of the waves 
is less than that of the earth9 and the horizon distance is in-
creased by approximately 15 %0 "Coverage diagrams" of the radar 
beam may be constructed by drawing the ray path as a straight 
line and increasing the earthrs radlus by a factor of 4/30 The 
diagrams or charts are useful for predicting those portions of 
space which may be reached by the radaro 
In unusual si.tuations the r•adar waves will travel for ap.., 
preciable distances beyond the horizono This phenomena is ex-
26 plained by the presence of' trapping layers or due ts o · These 
ducts are caused by an extpemely rapid decrease of index of re-
fraction with heighto 'r1'1ey form in the lowest 2000 feet of the 
26 
trope.sphere and are generally about 200 feet deepo The princi-
' pal meteorological factors responsible for duct formation are an 
abnormal moisture lapse or decrease of water vapor content with 
altitude, 27 together with a pronounced temperature inversion or 
increase of temperature with altitudeo The mathematical analy= 
sis of this phenomena has been developed in detail by the 
members of the Radiation Laboratory 9 MoioTo 28 Figo 7 shows that 
Fig. 7a Guided propagation of short radio waves 0 
the path of the rays are very similar to the type of propagation 
experienced in wave guideso Recognition of this fact has led to 
the name "guided propaga t'ion" for these anomalous conditions o 
The rapid variation of index of refraction does in fact cause 
these ducts to behave similar to wave guides$ but the wave is 
gradually bent rather than sharply reflected. Waves leaving the 
antenna along path 1 bounce as shown in the figure~ Those 
leaving at angles up to or less than path 2 also bounce. Those 
leaving exactly along path 2 travel around the upper edge of the 
27 Richard Do Coons, "Guided Propagation of Radar in 
Thunderstorm Conditions 9 " Bulletin American Meteorological 
Societ:y: 9 XXVIII (September 9 1947) 9 PPo 324-3290 
ducto Those exceeding the angle of path 2 penetrate the duct 
and travel in space in the conventional mannero The minimum 
angle which just permits the wave to leave the duct is called 
the penetration angleo This angle is generally less than 1/2° 
29 
under most circumstanceso 
On the east coast near the New York 9 New Jersey, 
Massachusetts areaj July through October is the most favorable 
period for duct formatio~o30 Wexler31 has noted that in the 
Summer of 1945 9 3 cm radar detected storms up to 200 miles in 
New Jersey, while the normal range of the radar was only 75 
mileso Other reports32 indicate that radar beacons were de-
53 
tected 500 miles away by aircraft frying below 6000 feeto 
Echoes from Arabia were received at Bombay, India 9 33 a distance 
of 1700 milesq When corroborated with other verifying facts 9 
these records substantiate the conclusion that the attenuation 
is noticeably reducedo Of course it is clear that this trapping 
tends to confine the vertical extent of the beam and thereby 
reduce a large proportion of attenuationo Ordinarily both the 
radar and the target must be in the duct to obtain an echoo 
However, since these trapping layers are generally not perfect 






Wexler and Swingle 9 .2!2,o c~to 9 PPo 159=167 o 
Kerr 9 loco cito __....., ~
targets or radars situated near such layers may experience un-
usually long rangeso 
Having considered the major aspects of radar in detail 1 it 
is now possible ~o prescribe the requirements of a meteorologi-
cal radar most suited to studies of tornado formation and de-
velopmento The results are summarized as follows: 
lo Wavelength - 3o2 centimeterso 
2o Pulse Recurrence Frequency = This factor must be set by 
the operating range of the 
radaro 
3o Peak Power ~ As high as possible, preferably greater 
than 50 kilowattso 
4o Pulse Period - l microsecond or lesso 
5o Beam Width - Both the horizontal and vertical beam 
widths should not exceed 2° for best 
resultso 
6 0 Range - The equipment should have a maximum range of 
150 to 200 miles if possibleo However, a maxi-
mum equipment range of 75 to 100 miles is in 
common use and is suitable for meteorological 
worko 
7o Receiver Sensitivity The receiver sensitivity should 
be sufficient to detect targets 
at the maximum range 9 and should 
have a band width capable of 
provid ing a reasonable degree of 
target definitiono The inherent 
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noise should not be so great as 
to seriously +imit the range by 
requiring an unusually high echo 
powero 
Bo Data Presentation~· The use of a PPI 9 A-Scope (and ex-
panded A-scope if possible) 9 and RHI 
are strongly recommended for tornado 
trackingo 
9o Radiator Motion= Tbe radiating device should have a 
full 360° azimuth motion and o0 to 
90° vertical motiono 
10 .. Gener>al Equipment Typ(Ss ·= At this writing no one radar 
is known to meet all of the 
for,egoing requirements c1 It 
is therefor>e recommended that 
a combination of two radars 
be employedo One should be 
of the general search and 
navigation type radar employ-
ing the PPI and A-scopes. 
The second radar should be of 
the height finder type em-
ploying the range height in-
dicator scope,, 
The United States Air Force3L~ lls ts a number of radars 
------
suitable for storm detectiono These are divided into three 
major installation categoriesg 
Io Fixed Installationsa 
lo AN/CPS,ul (MEW) o This is Microvmve Early Warning 
radar having a peak power of 750 kilowatts 9 a horizontal 
beam width of 1° and a vertical beam width of 2o.5°o The 
frequency is in the S-band and the range is 100 miles for 
medium bombers and 200 miles f'or thunderstormso Complete 
coverage of 360° of azimuth :Ls providedo 
2o AN/CPS-4 (Beavertail)o This is an S-band height 
finding radar with a peak power of 7.50 kilowatts. The 
horizontal beam width is 5° and the vertical beam width 
0 is 1- o 
3o AN/CPS-6 (V=beam)o This is an S-band search set 
with a peak power of 7.~0 kilowatts o The equipment em= 
ploys two beams separated. from each other by L~,$ 0 for 
measu:r;tng height Q Each beam has a width of 1 ° o 
This is an Sqband EH:)areh and GJ:>ound 
Cont:rolled In tercepto:r' equiprn.EJnt w:1 th a peak power of 750 
lcllowa tts 9 Thie} beam wldth and the entire radiation 
56 
lobe is ~evolved through a 4° cone at 1380 rpm to increase 
v©:rtii::rn1 cOVli';ll"'age Q 1'he beam :may be held s ta.tiona:ry if 
d©siried11 Tb,t;;, ;r-adl~to:r revolvos through 360° a2,imuth at 
6 rp· ™ ~ ·- ,,.9 
IIu Mobile Radar Sets. 
tracking radara The peak power is 250 kilowatts and the 
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range is 96 9 000 yardso The entir•e unit is mounted on a 
10-ton trailer<> The pulse length is Oo8 microseconds 9 and 
the pulse repetition frequency is 1707 cycleso The data is 
displayed on a J=,scope 9 expanded J=scope 9 and a plan 
positior1 i.ndicatoro The equipment employs a 4° beam widthD 
the axis of which is offset lo5° from the focal axis of the 
parabolao The antenna spins at 180~ rpm generating a 3° 
coneo The radiator rotates through 360° azimuth; and o0 to 
90° elevationo 
2o AN/TPL=lo This is an S=band.i,r•adar set designed for 
search light controlo 
and a 7° conical beamo 
• It has a peak~ower of 125 kilowatts 
The equipment has a range of 60 9 000 
yards and employs a PPI scopeo This equipment is suitable 
for upper wind observations as well as storm detectiono 
3o AN/TPS=lO (Lil Abner) o This is an X=band search 
set with a peak power of 80 ldlowattso It employs an mu 
scope and may be used for determining growth rates and 
vertical dimensions of convective cells"' 
IIIo Airborne Radar Setso 
lo SCR=717=Bo This is an S=band set with a 10° con-
ical beam and a peak power of 100 kilowattso Provisions 
are available for reducing the beam width to 5° by re-
placing the 29=inch diameter pa1•aboloid by a 60=inch 
paraboloid., The data is presented on the plan position 
indicatoro 
2 0 AN/APQ,~13 o This set i.s a high altitude bombing 
and navigation X=band set,, The peak power is 35 kilowatts 
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and range for thunderstorms is 150 miles,, The radiation 
pattern is a n cosecant=squared" beamo 1I1he horizontal beam 
width is 3° and the vertical beam width is 90°0 For 
meteorological applications adjustments can be made on the 
radiator to produce a 3° vertical beam widtho 
3o AN/APS=l)o The military and electrj_cal charac-
teristics of this equipment are identical with those of 
AN/APQ-,13 9 but all component parts are not interchangeable o 
In the next chapterj the appearance of meteorological 
echoes on various types of radars will be discussedo 
CHAPTER IV 
RADAR PICTURIZATION OF METEOROLOGICAL PHENOivIENA 
A review of the literature relating to the employment of 
radar in the-meteorological field reveals that certain types 
of weather produce characteristic echoeso For example, the 
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1 Dow Chemical Company has found that radar is a very succesq1ful 
device for tracking the path of hurricanes in surrounding 
regionso. The armed services and private researcl:j. institutions 
have been able to identify various types of thunderstorms and 
precipitation areas by their returnso In fact 9 radar meteor-
ology was able to come into existence only 'because storms and 
hurricanes gave consistently similar:responses on the indicatoro 
Originally the term ncloud echoes" was used to describe these 
meteorological reflectionso 2 The more accurate name., "precf.pi-
tation echoes"~ is now coming into general use as studies 
indicate that almost without exception precipitation is present 
in the echo sourceo3 
There are a number of characteristics which aid in the 
identification of precipitation echoeso It is to be unclerstoodp 
however~ that the most important factor in establishing the 
origin of radar returns is well trained and adequately 
l R,,. Co J or gens en and W" F., Gerdes,. '' The Dow Chemic al 
Company Leads Industry in Using Hadar f'or Hµrricane _DeteCtion/1 ~~712~t-~2~~~rican JVIeteorq_lo8ical Society 9 XXXII (Junev 1951) 9 · 
2 Kerrs _O.E,o citos p .. 621,, 
3 UoSoAoFop AoFo Manual 105-30 9 .£E.o cit .. ~ p,, 14 .. 
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experienced operators., Even then there are certain situations 
which arise to prevent the positive recognition of responses., 
When precipitation echoes are observed they are frequently in-
termingled with fixed ground targets 9 aircraft 9 or ships at sea., 
, 
Echoes of the type arising from severe thunderstorms have the 
effect of "blanketing'' such smaller objects in the same regiono 
Furthermore 9 the tin foil used for radar jamming 9 frequently 
referred to· as llwindow11 9 has given returns which on occasions 
could easily be mistaken for precipitation echoes.,4 The areas 
above extensive forest fires ha.ve also been known to produce 
scope returns.,5 In spite of these apparent difficulties 9 the 
following features will be found helpful in st~rm recognition~ 
1., Motion., Precipitation echoes show horizontal motion with 
4 
5 
respect to the terrain belowo The limits of the 
velocities observed have been found to vary from zero to 
100 miles per houro These speeds were found to agree 
with weather reports of winds alofto Numerous ex-
periences have shown that radar is a most effective 
device for determining upper winds during coriditlons of 
heavy overcasto This property of radar is valuable not 
only for differentiating fixed and moving targets but 
also for predicting the arrival time cif' a storm. 
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2., Size., Precipitation regions generally cover wide areas 
and are iarge in· comparison to other targets·,, Under 
certain circumstances the entire PPI may be covered with 
returns,, In other insta.nces 51 small isolated thunder-
storms may be difficult to distinguish from large citieso 
While thunderheads are capable or blanketing returns 
from large targets 9 cases arise where adjacent echoes 
make it difficult to differentia. te the stox•m from a 
towno This ··,might be particularly serious in the case of 
an aircraft employing radar navigationo Since the plane 
would have a v~locity relative to both the thunderstorm 
and ·the city,, both echoes would show motion on the scope., 
Jo Distanoeo Because of their extensive horizontal and 
vertical development,9 storm echoe~ ma.y be dote-0ted at 
ranges greatly in excess of those for battleships or 
aircraft .. Thunderstorms have been observed as far as 
250 miles" 
4~ Altitudeo P~ecipitation echoes have been received from 
the horizon level to altitudes approaching 60,000 fto 
If the radar is on the ground 9 the antenna may be tilted 
upward to eliminate land targetso Radars employing the 
plan position indicator may be used to determine the 
height of a th~u1derstorm convective eell by increasing 
the antenna elevation until the target just fadeso 
I . 
Rad~rs using the range height indicator display the 
elevation of the target directly on the scope~ From the 
fo:regoing it may be concluded that when large returns 
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are received from targets considerably above the 
horizon,, the source is a precipitation echo,, Further-
-
more 9 the echo intensity will become more intense as the 
angle of elevation is inc'.reasedo However 9 for storms at 
exceptionally long ranges where cloud tops are just 
visible, increasing the elevation angle may result in a 
decrease of signal returno 
5o Average Intensityo Precipitation echo intensities are 
quite variableo They may range from an indefinite lower 
limit bordering on the threshold level~ to amplitudes 
sufficiently great to obliterate strong echoes from 
close land targetso 
6,, Brightnesso The PPI presentation is contro~l_ed by a 
brilliance or intensity adjustment" As explained in the 
last chapter 9 the intensity is set so that the radial 
sweep just fades out with no incoming signalo Some pre-
cipitation returns 9 associated with light to moderate 
rain, have a typical cloudlike or transparent appear-
ance o Others are sharply outiined and very bright.. _, The 
exact setting of the intensity control to effect 
positive identification of received echoes can only be 
achi~ved through cons i·derable experience o 
7 0 Stratification~ Precipitation echoes extending ov~r 
large areas 9 such as those associated with nimbostratus 
clouds, show evidence of layer-like struetureso Returns 
have been observed from as :many as four such layers 
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simultaneouslyo There may be a great variation in the 
characteristics of these layers,, but under most circum-
stances these echoes are related to wide'~eiions of 
general rain,, 
80 Intensity Fluctuationo Radar returns received from 
ground targets have relatively unvarying respons·es for 
short time intervalso .. Precipitation echoes, on the 
other hand,, vary rapidly between subsequent sweeps of 
the indicatoro This effect 9 in general,, is not evident 
on the PPI or other·· intensity modulated scopes having 
long persistencies.9 but it becomes readily apparent when 
viewed on the A-scopeo If the precipitation area is 
small in comparison to the sweep range 1 the echo appears 
as a "fuzzy bumpn rising out of a thick base 1.ineo The 
'· 
base line has the thick appearance because of this rapid 
variationo In contrast 1 other land targets give fairly 
constant returns that break cleanly with the base lineo 
When an attempt is made to analyze this echo in great 
detail,, it is necessary to use the expanded 'A-scopeo In 
fact 9 the most satisfactory indicator for identifying 
precipitation echoes is :the expanded A-scope!> 7 When 
pho·tographs a.re taken of the expanded A.:..scope j the· eeho 
is observed to have a lacy or threadlike structureo 
Since~ in addition,, most photographs are taken for at 
6 Kerr 9 .2.£~ ,.?ito.i Po 6250 
7 Ibid<> &i· p., 621~., 
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least several sweeps~ the picture is a superposition of 
all returns arriving during the exposure., Observers 
indicate that a visual inspection gives the-impression 
of a ll dancing signal11 o 
Radar records of meteorological phenomena have been uti-
lized in the following ways~ 8 (1) a.s a means of differentiating 
fixed and precipitation echoes, (2) a.s a means of distinguishing 
frozen precipitation from rain; (3) as a method of determining 
the veloc1 ty distribution of raindrops,. (4) as· a means of 
measuring the wa. ter vapor in cloud oonvec ti ve columns,; a.nd (5J 
as a means of study:lng the turbulence associated with precipita-
tion aree.ao The first two and the fourth studies have been 
reasonably successfulo E'vidence which will be p1"esented subse-
quently indicates that turbulence measurements may be effected 
through future researcho However, neither drop side arrangement 
nor velocity distribution measurements have been developed re-
liably at this time., One investi.gator9 arrives at quantitative 
results based 1.,1,pon ce:t"'ta:l.n assumptions regardin.g drop e izes 
10 which are rc.H1trioted to lim1 tad si tua.:t;:tons o · Addi t1onal work 
has been conducted along these lines, but as yet no precise 
8 Arthur E@ Bent£) 11 Radar Detection o;f' f:rec:J.pitation.," 
Journal J2.t M~t®_g,rolo51_; III (S_eptember/l 19Lj.6},. ppo 78-8L~. 
9 Paulin® Mo ·Au~tin~ "Me~su:t·ement, of Approximate Raindrop 
Size 'by Microwave Attenuation@" iournal .2!, ;Meteoroloe;z 9 .IV 
(August, l947L, pp" 121 ... 12L~o 
10 Je So Marshall, Ro C. tanlfilla, and. Wo Mcko :f:>almer 9 
"Measurement or Ra.in.i'all. by Radar/)' l,ourna:l; .Q£ ~!~teorology., IV 
(Deoember 9 1947) /') PPo 186-,1920 . · · . 
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mathematical relationships can be established between drop size 
distribution and precipitation echoes,, One Ca.nadian11 meteor-
ologist has, however 9 verified a correlation between drop size 
and range for received echoes on a number of occasions .. He has 
also attempted to establish an intensity criteria in terms of 
the radar range 9 but this has not been as successful as the 
former requiremento Finally!) an attempt has been made to 
correlate radar reflectivity to liquid water content12 ·'of air 9 
but'the results have been largely speculative due to the widely 
varying droplet dimensions .. While much interest has been dis-
played in s·tx•iving for a quantitative analysis of hydrometeors 
by radar&> it is apparent that additional research is.necessary" 
' It will be recalled that in Chapter III the range equatfon, 
equation (3JD was simplified into its final'.form by assuming an 
avera,.g~_ · drop size to be the mean of all of the drops illuminated. 
This type of approach has been employed by the investigators 
cited in the above paragrapho While it limits precise quantita-
tive analysis of precipitation particles within clouds 9 it does 
aid visualization of· the physical situa,tj_on in a qualitative 
sense" 
It has been observed that the strength of the radar echo is 
greater when the hydrometeors are water drops or rain~ than when 
.g __ . ·-·· -----· - -- ... 
12 Pauline M,, Austin and Harrie E,, Foster, l!Note on Com-
parison of Liquid Water Content of Air With Rada,r_Reflectiyity," 
Journal ,oJ. l'v1eteore>log1., II (AprilD 1950) .9 Po 161.. . 
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they are snow or iceo Referring to equation (3} it is apparent 
that this should be the case, since the larger the dielectric 
2. constant, 89 becomes9 the more nearly the ratio re-ll ap-
Le+2J 
proaches unity., Water is known to have a. greater dielectric 
constant than snow or iceo Thus 9 a qualitative check is pro-
vided by field operations on the conclusion that the intensity 
of energy scattered backwards toward the radar is proportional 
to the mass of water per unit volume o It is also lmown13 that 
larger water particles give a stronger returna The range 
equation is in agreement vidth this observat:lon 9 since the re-
ceived power increases as the sixth power of the drop radius. 
Consequently, for a given quantity of water per unit volume the 
back scattering increases with the mass of individual drops.9 and 
therefore.;, inversely with the total number of drops .. The 
following e.x:ample may serve to clarify this pointo If 100 grams 
" 
of water were broken into 1000 equal size drops evenly dis-
tributed throughout a given volume~ l"oughly twice the echo 
strength Gould be expected a.s if the same 100 g1"a.ms wer>e divided 
into 2000 equal size drops and distributed throughout this same 
volv..lne (! While opera ting experiences such as these are :ln 
gerwral agreement with theory~ it is to be clearly unde:rs tood 
that precise ma.the1natica.l relationships have not been developed 
frcm suoh observa.tionso 
Another quali ta ti ve aid used by the military service lL~ is 
an explanation of the rapid variation of precipitation echo in-
tensityo It was shown that when targets are spaced more closely 
than one-half the pulse length the individual echoes overlap and 
the appearance on the radar-scope is as though there were -plJJ:y 
one targeto Although it was not brought into the discussion in 
Chapter III 9 it is evident that the echoes will add construc-
tively or destructively depending upon the relative positions of 
the two targets and the wavelength of the radiationo As an 
example 9 for a wavelength of 10 centimeters~ a difference in 
path length of 2o5 centimeters would result in a relative phase 
shift between the two targets of 180°0 If the wavelength were 
decreased to 3 centimeters 9 a path difference of only Oo75 
centimeters would result in the same 0 relative phase shift (180 ]o 
When it is realized that water 9 snow and ice are moving rapidly 
in the vertical convective coiu:rn11. of thunderheads 9 and thus con-
tinuous1y changing position relative to adjacent forms of pre-
cipitation,, the signal returning at one instant may be the con ... 
structive superposition of the majority of all echoes and hence 
very strong" A very short time later it 1nay be a strong de-
structive addition with a resultant weak overall return. At 
still other times it may vary betv1een these two extremes.o In 
Fig 9 8 bel.owl) a rough production is made of a few of a series 
. 15 of photographs taken by the Air Force,,· ThE- echo intensity was 
Ibido 9 p,, 6" 
Ibid., 9 Po 80 
Figo 80 Echo intensity fluctuation., 
displayed on an A-scopeo Th~ calibration pip provides an ap-
proximation of the signal strengtho These pictures were taken 
by a high speed motion picture camerao 1rhe successive photo-
graphs are numbered; eogo 9 1 9 2D 3., The interval between each 
picture is 0.,003 seconds,, The picture at Li- is a superposition 
of the first three,, and is wha.t would be visually observed 0 
Si:noe there is no resemblence between successive photographs/> 
the fluctuations occur at a rate in excess of 1/0<>003 or 333 
cycles per second" The wavelength Qf the radar l:J.Sed for this 
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obso:rve:tion ,nas 10 centimeters" Experience indicates that the 
short wavelengths are more capable of detecting and indicating 
this rapid variation than very long we.velengthso This is easily 
understood vvhen it is realized that the distance which a hydro-
meteor moves in a convective cell is a much greater proportion 
of the wavelength at the higher frequencies than at the lower 
oneso Consequently, the interference patterns are more evident 
at the short wavelengthso It should be realized that the J-
scope may also be used for such observationsG The low per-
sistency of A and J-scopes compared to the intensity modulated 
typesj and the intensity versus range plot make the A and J 
indicators well suited for this work (A and J-scopes are some-
times called "deflection modula ted'1 indicators because amplitude 
is plotted versus range}o 
Ligda16 has perfected a method of obtaining an echo from a 
lightning strokeo The radar antenna is directed toward the 
thunderhead and the elevation angle is increased until the 
average intensity of the precipitation echo is approximately 
one-half the saturation value o If the storm selected is severe 8 
and if the radar is pointing toward the center of electrical 
activity . lightning stroke returns will b'e observed to rise out 
of the precipitation echoes quite abruptly& The echo intensity 
from a high current stroke may be expected to reach the satura-
tion level., This signal will differ from the sferic type of 
returno Whereas the sferic may give high intensity all along 
the base line 9 the distance on the range scale at which the 
lightning echo rises to saturation will be found to agree with 
the distance between the radar and the stroke') A drawing of a 
typic~l stroke return is shown in Figo 9., Echo intensity oan be 
16 Myron G. Ligda si "T.Jightning Detection by Radar 11 11 
Bulletin American Meteorologic!l Society )) XX.XI (October~ 1950)» 
PPo 279 .. 2830 
estimated by adjusting the gain control so that the noise is 
just perceptible o Returns which saturate the A0=scope are 
strong; those which reach 2/3 saturation are moderate; those 








Fig<> 9<> Comparison of lightning and precipitation echoes on the 
expanded A-scopea 
In equatorial regions the relative humidity is much greater 
than in the terriperate areas., For conditions of approximately 
equal turbulence.;) storms in the tropics will be more heavily 
laden with water than those occurring in other portions of the 
world,, Consequently the echoes from such storms may be expected 
to be somewhat in excess of those in different latitudes., 17 
These c1imatic differences tend to place restrictions upon the 
radar requirements as outlined in the last chaptero In a case 
of this sort it may be more profitable to use S~band radar to 
avoid excessive atmospheric attenuation associated witb. ,hie;h 
tropical water vapor contento Nevertheless)) for purposes of 
study, the meteorologtcal conditions that give :i:;ise to r1:1-da:r 
echoes may be divided broadly :into two classifications 0 18 The 
first group is characterized by relatively sma.11 and well de-
fined regions of localized precipitation" This generaliy re-
..... 
sults from precipitation in unstable air masses., and from 
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frontal systems in which the air is conditionally or completely 
unstabieo Cold=front thunderstorms and showers are examples of 
precipitation in conditionally unstable frontal systems 0 
Tropical thunderstorms and showers are generally related to pre-
cipitation in unstable air masseso Cumulus congestus and 
certain other cloud types give rise to 11 active convective situa-
tionstt wherein pPecipitation in the c.loud does not reach the 
groundol9 
The second category is typical of large and widespread 
areas of precipi.tationo This group j_ncludes precipitation in 
stable air masses 9 and in frontal systems in which the air 
taking part in the upglide movement is relatively stable., Wide-
spread precipitation generally results from the mechanical lift-
ing of stable air over mquntains or from the upglide movement in 
warm frontso Nimbostratus clouds are frequently associated with 
these synoptic conditionso 
While these classifications are helpful 9 weather situations 
frequently arise which cannot be assigned exclusively to either 
of the foregoing groupso rrhe experience of the weather observer 
is perhaps the most important factor in such circumstanceso 
18 Kerr,, .212. 0 .£iio 9 :pp 0 626-6270 
19 Kerr 3 loco cit,, 
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Furthermore 9 typhoons 51 hurricanes and other severe storms of 
tropical origin encompass wide areaso These phenomena have in-
dividual characteristics and probably should be treated in a 
separate categoryo Also, it should be noted in passing that 
neither warm fronts nor cold fronts produce visible radar 
echoeso 20 Rather it is the precipitation associated with these 
fronts that give radar returnso 
21 Maynard has photographed several of the above weather 
22 echoes on the plan position indicatoro Also 9 Mather has 
pointed out that a certain amo1.mt of distortion may be intro-
duced into the scope return due to poor resolutiono A long 
pulse period elongates the return radial1y 9 giving the im-
pression of a greater depth than actually exists" Poor 
horizontal resolution tends to widen the echo perpendicular to 
the radius on the plan position indicator 9 whl1e poor vertical 
resolution tends to widen the echo perpendicular to the radius 
on the range height indicatoro According to IVIather 9 however.9 
range attenuation tends to minimize the effects of low 
horizontal and vertical beam width resolutiona The results ~f 
both Maynard~ s and 1Vlather1 s studies are l:i.sted below a 
L, Cold Front Pree ipi ta tiono This generally appears as a 
band of well defined echoes on the plan position 
22 John Ro Mather." 11 In:vestigation of the Determinations of 
Pree ipi tat ion Echoes of R:3-dar.9 11 Bu.J._le tir\ America!}, Meteorological, 
Soc~ety 9 XXX (October)) 191.1-9) 9 PPo 271,,277 o 
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indicator., The echoes may break up and join several 
times in their movement across the scopeo The hori-
zontal diameter of echoes from cold fronts is generally 
smaller than from warm fronts,, This is because returns 
from cold fronts are commonly associated with convective 
cells of relatively small diameter as compared with the 
regions of precipi ta.tion usually present in warm fronts o 
The height of the cold front precipitation echo is pre-
dominantly greater than from a warm front due to the 
greater vertical development of the cellso The structure 
and relative activity of the cold front can frequently 
be estimated from the echo intensity, spacing, area of 
coverage 9 velocity of movement and vertical extent., 
Very light precipitation resulting f'rom a weak cold 
front is often not detected by the radaro 
2 0 Squall Linesa Precipitation resulting from squall lines 
show a band arrangement of echoes moving across the 
PPI-scopeo 
3., Thunderstormso This is one of the most readily identi-
fiable types of echoeso It appears as a ~right, dense 
core with sharp boundarieso Ordinarily the center of 
the echo appears hlgher than the edges., A rough esti= 
mate of the vertical s tr·uc ture and development may be 
obtained by observing the return on the PPI for several 
angles of elevation9 up to the point at whlch the echo 
fadeso 
4,, Showers,, On the plan position indicator showers are 
usually located at random positions and have rather 
hazy, indistinct boundaries. Their speed and direction 
is generally determined by.the winds.aloft., 
5. -arm Front Preoipitationa Echoes arisi~g from warm 
front preci~itation usually cover a wide irregular area. 
The.echo intensity varies.continuously as a consequence 
of the characteristic change of rain from light to 
moderate intensityo 
60 Occl~ded Front Precipitationo Warm occluded front pre-
cipitation echoes are similar to those from warm f~ont 
precipitation. Cold occlud~d front precipitation echo~s 
produce a return similar to cold front pfecipitationj 
but generally over a larger area. 
7 0 Nimbostratuso The precipitation associated with these 
clouds is usually dispersed over a wide areao Nimbo-
stratus clouds generally occur in plankets over 
distances much greater than the range of t.he radar. As 
a :r'esult the return on the PPI-~scope f1"equently appears 
as a mass of brightness concentrated about the center 
and merging into blackness at the oute·r range circles 0 
To the observer 1) the impression is that the radar is at 
the center of the disturbance,, When the beam is di ... 
. .. ·. 0 . 
rected upwards at an elevation angle of 90· with respect 
to the earth.9 the base and top of prec ipi tl:l,tion layers 
can be measured directly from the i->ange reading on the 
scope,, 
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8. Typhoons and Hurricaneso No other storm has been known 
to produce such a distinctive echo for any length of 
Fig. 10. 
time as the tropical hurricaneo Photographs taken by 
the United States Navy23 and by the University of 
Florida24 show the circular pattern appearing about the 
"eye" of the storm. N 
Cold front and precipitation echoeR from frontal 
thunderstorms as observed on the PPI-scope. 
Figo 10 is a redrawing of the photograph of precipitation 
echoes occurring along a line of thunderstorms in advance of a 
25 
cold fronto The SCR- 584 radar was situated at Spring Lake, 
New Jersey on July 16 9 19440 The picture was taken at 
1746 (5 ~46 PoMo) Eastern War Timeo Each range circle represents 
20 ,000 yards. 
23 Kerr~ .QE. o cito 9 P o 6390 
24 M. Ho La t our and D. G. Bunting ., Radar Observations of a 
Florida Hurricane 9 August 26- 27 9 Bulletin Serie ~ -Noo 29, -III~ -
Florida Engineering and Industrial Experiment S tation, · college 
of Engineering 9 University of Florida ~ (October 9 194910 
25 Uo S .A . Fo., AoFo Manual 105-30 9 .2.£• cito 9 PPo 35-40. 
,j 
On December 18~ 1944 a plan position indicator recorded 
precipitation echoes from a typhoon occurring near the 
· 26 Philippine Islandso The electrical characteristics of the 
radar were equivalent to the SCR-615-Ao The t1eyett of the storm 
and the rotary motion of the winds are discernible from the 
precipitation echoes, Figo llo 
Fig. llo A reproduction of a PPI-scope photograph- of echoes 
associated with a typhoon near the Philippine Islandso 
. 
The United States Air Force has developed a very efficient 
method of transmitting radar weather data such as the above. 
The "Radar t>reoipitatiori Echo Report 11 p or rarep code, 27 as it is 
. 
commonly referred to, provides all the information for plotting 
a plan position indicator record at a distant weather station. 
It such a aystem were not available ~ television or facsimile 
would be required~ 
A number of measurements can be made with radar that are 
26 Ibid., p. 780 -
27 Ibid., PP• 23-28. 
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frequently of great meteorological v~lue. It has been noted 
previously that radar provides fairly accurate data on the ve-
locity of cold front advance. Operating experience indicates 
that if the velocity of front movement is computed on the basis 
of distance traveled during 15 minute intervals, the results are 
well within the required accuracy. 
In Fig. 12, a method is shown for determining the altitude 
28 




Fig. 12. The determination of the height of a reflecting layer. 
The beam is directed straight up. The line on the plan position 
indicator and the parabolic radiator rotate, but the direction 
of the beam does not changeo The range circles are at one mile 
intervals. A heavy return is observed on the scope between 106 
and 2.0 miles on the range scale. With this method the height 
of the top and bottom» and the thickness, of the stratifioation 
can be read directly from the range scale. This information was 
obtained using an X-band radar at Boston, Massachusetts, on 
May 21, 1943. 
28 Ibid., p. 77. -
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It is frequently important to know the vertical extent of 
the echo source when it is not directly overhead., For example~ 
Workman and Reynolds 29 have reported that electrical activity 
begins for most storms in the New Mexico area when the thunder-
head reaches 319 000 feeto This activity was also observed to 
cease when the echo producing portion of the cloud subsided 
below 24 9 000 feet., Furthermore 9 they have established that the 
negative charge center :ls approximately lo5 miles above the 
cloud base and near the region of maximum vertical convection" 
The positive charge center was located approximately one-half 
mile above the negative charge center and shifted from the 
vertical axis in the direction of the storm movemento These 
/ 
Fig., 13., The measurement of the vertical extent of echo sour•ces., 
dimensions may read di:r•ectly from the range height indicatoro 
However;') for radars employing the plan position indicatorffe 
another technique must be reso1"ted to for such measurements" In 
Figo 13 it is seen that the echo would just fade from the screen 
29 Eo Jo Workman a.nd So Eo Reynolds 9 Thunderstorm Elec;,;, 
tric~~y,9 Final B,eport" Research and Development Division!) .New 
Mexico School of Mines 9 Appendix Ao 
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when the elevation is increased above the angle at which the 
lower edge of the radiation lobe just grazes th~ echo producing 
upper limito The maximum height of the precipitation level is~ 
consequently, 
h = [: Sin(iS-f~, where (5) 
his the height of echo producing level (in the same units as r), 
r is the slant range as read directly from the PPI-scope, 
f3is the indicated elevation angle in degrees 9 and 
E3is the beam width in degreeso 
The method of estimating the extent of vertical development is 9 
therefore 9 to increase the elevation of the antenna and observe 
the indica·ted angle and slant range at which the echo just 
fadeso Equation (5} can then be appliedo 
Another phase of this study that has been under investiga-
tion is the use of radar for measuring turbulence in convective 
ce11so The development of the range height indicator has given 
this study added impetuso Figo 14 is adapted from Radar Storm 
30 Detectiono The vertical cross section through a thunderstorm 
is displayed on the range height indicatoro The set employed 
was an X=band radar having a peak power of 70 kilowatts., To 
measure vertical extent accurately this equipment used a 1° 
vertical beam width., The storm is seen to reach to a height of 
35~000 feeto The convective cell 9 reaching an altitude of 6 
milesi, is about 60 miles from the set., This picture emphasizes 
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the importance of keight finding radar for studying the growth 
rate and development of such cellse A very clear impression of 
the convective column as a distinct part of the thunderstorm is 
conveyed by this precipitation echo o 
6M1LES 
0 
0 60 M ALES 
Fig9 140 The vertical cross section through a thunderstorm 
as observed on the ran.go he:i.ght indicatoro 
Si 
So much important work has been done on thunderstorm cell 
growth that the contributing rese.ar>ch workers will be cited in-
dividually o Workman and Reynolds31 observed the life cycles of 
the cell to be approximately 30 minutes in tests conducted in 
New Mexico. The initial appearance of precipitati6n echoes was 
found to be associated with the convective column within the 
rapidly developing cunmlus cloudo Visible lightning and rain 
followed the appearance of' these radar returnso They also found 
that the maximum height to whieh any comrecti.ve cell grew was 
49$000 feet,, In a later publication8 32 these meteorologists re-
ported that not only was electrical activity nearly synchronous 
with the maximum height of the preci.pitation ecb.09 but that the 
electrical activity increased with descent of the precipitation 
level as ind;tcated by the radar,, When the -13°0 isotherm!) 
approximately 24 9 000 feet 9 was reached the electricity activity 
ceased* 
Hilst and Mac Dowe1133 made a series of studies of 
31 Eo Jo Workman and fL Eo Reynolds.9 Io rrhunderstorm Ob.., 
serva tions D II o Labor a t2]ZY Obs erva tJ;:ms 9 fy.££Q'%IB li,~port, lfo o k9 
_Research and Development Di"irision 9 New lVIexico School. of ,M1.1.;~s 
(Oetober=December.9 1947) 9 Po 160 
32 E 9 Jo Workman:, 11 Electrical Activity Related to Thunder-
storm Cell Growth/' Phy~ica'.h ~iew 9 74 (J.uly=December 9 l-948) 9 
PP<i 1231=12320 
33 G., Ro Hilst and Go Po Mac Dowell 9 t1Radar Measul"ements 
of the Initial Growth of Thunder;storm Precipitation Cells.I)" 
Bulletin American Meteorological Society 9 XXXI (March.o 19.50) 9 
pp9 95=991) 
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thunderstorms using SGR=615,=B and .AN/TPS 0 ~lO radar 0 They found 
that rapid vertical development is accompanied by extremely high 
cell draftso This phenomena. is manifested as an up draft in the 
growing stage and a down draft in the dissipating stageo The 
RHI-scope was used for all observations in connection with the 
vertical growth and development of the cello It is the opinion 
of the writer of this thesis that this is a most significant 
discoveryo As has been pointed out in connection with the 
physical characteristics of tornadoes 9 the to1"'nado i.s character-
ized by extremely large vertical and horizontal wind velocities .. 
It seems reasonable to oonclude 9 therefore 9 that high growth 
rates are an exclusive featu.r>e of tornadic cellso Furthermore 9 
a means of differentiating between the incipient and fully de= 
veloped tornado may be the difference in the growth rates of the 
two 0 The determination of the dcritical growth rate" of tor-
nadoes 9 if one exists 9 must of necessity be the subject of ex= 
tensive research based upon statist:ical stud'tes o 
Mather34 has found that the convective cell increases hori-
zontally and vertically at the same timeo Perhaps this also may 
be a means of distinguishing tornadoeso It seems reasonable 
that a tornadic cell would b~ characterized by excessive hori= 
zontal as well as vertical developmento Mather> als'o observed 
that cells become larger both vertically and horizontally with 
increasing potential ins ta.bill ty of the air· mass o Likewise JJ in~ 
creased potential stability is evidenced by small vertical and 
horizontal development,, This may be valuable in predicting 
where the tornadic convective cell may be expected to form, 
since instability is one of the nempirical criteria11 as ex-
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plained in Chapter II,, Thus the vtork of Mather 9 together with 
that of Workman and Reynolds would infer that tornado observers 
should look for larg~ rapi<!~ grow~ cellso The rapid growth 
requirement is a particularly necessary aspect of the investiga-
tiano Miller35 has made the significant discovery that while 
rapidly growing cells a.re regions of strong turbulence 9 large 
cells that~ not developing rapidly are areas of heavy pre-
cipitation with little or no turbulenceo Moreover turbulent 
conditions are more severe just before entertng and after leav-
ing the main radar- echoo Turbulence will also be influenced to 
a certain extent by the altitude at which it existso 
Bemis36 has obser•ved that convective cells e:x:hibit a marked 
sloping effecto Cells have been noted to be tilted as ranch as 
70° from the vertical. Mather37 attributes this to wind shear 
at high altitudesa In addition 9 Bemis verified the higher re-
flectivity of water as compared to snow and ice,, The radar 
35 Robert Wo Miller 9 lsta Lta AmCa 9 Resa, "The Use of Air-
borne Navigational and Bombing Radars for Weather.in Itadar Op-
€H'a tions and Verifieatlons ,, 11 Bullet1:.!}, ltmer-ica11: ~~~eorological ,i' 
Societ:z:t XXVIII ( January,9 19471; pp., 19~28'o 
36 Alan Co Bemis 9 "Weather Rad~r Researcn at Ma!oTo 9 ri · 
Bulletin American Meteorological Society 9 XXVIII {March,9 1947) 9 
pp O 115,=ll 7 0 
37 Mather 9 1.2.£0 cito 
-I?eturn from the portion of the thundercloud below the zero iso-
therm9 or freezing levels was much greater than above it .. 
Byers and Coons38 noted that echoes that have rapid ver-
tical development and which widen 5 particularly at the top 11 are 
indicative of severe thunderstormso RHI photographs of scope 
returns _-exhibiting a 11 drippytt appearance were found to be 
associated with precipitation occurI'ing within the c1oud 9 but 
not reaching the groundo 
Harrison and Beckwith39 conducted a series of invest:tga-
tions into the presence of hail in the Denver area" They found 
that airborne radar is not only effective for detecting the 
presence of thunderstorms).) but also is useful for delineating 
the sizes shapes and intensity of the storm. Moreover, it 
appears that certain types of radar are capable of showing the 
rate of change of large water drop concentrations in and near 
the storm cloud" The radar is thus able to provide a contour 
pattern of the rainfall rateo Meteorological studies indicate 
that such a contour is extremely valuable in determining regions 
of heavy turbulence" These worke1•s have also found that radar· 
is useful for indicating the presence of hail" When light rain 
changed abruptly to heavy 1:-iain9 the precipi tatlon echo intensity 
increased" Hail formed at the Eiame time" 'rhis appears to be 
38 Horace Ro Byers and Richard Do Coons 9 "The 'Bright Bandt 
in Radar Cloud Echoes and Its Probable '.Explanatlon 9 n Journal. of 
Meteorology5, IV (191-1-7} 9 PPo 75,c,8L, -
39 H,, T" Harr,ison and Wo To Beckvd.thv ti studies on the Dis-
tribution and Forecasting of Hail in Western United States.I)," 
Bulletin American MeteoJ:>ological .Society,., .X,,C,XII (April 9 19.51} 9 
PPo 119=,lJL, 
very helpful in predicting hail 9 but unfortunately the radars 
now in service are not capable of distinguishing large rain-
drops from hail by observation of the precipitation echo., 
These results suggest an additional check that mar be used 
in predicting tornadoeso As discussed in t~e first chapter, 
hail is frequently present in tornadic cellso If the observer 
were to set the brilliance on the PPI-scope and tht9 RHI-scope to 
just above the threshold value, a strong increase in echo in-
tensity would indicate this conditiono The use of an A-scope 
' -
would be particularly'well suited to observing such an abrupt 
increase in echo intensityo 
A number of unusual phenomena have been observed on the 
scope 9 and while at present they do not appear to be very sig-
nificant9 future research may indicate the value of such 
peculiaritieso One of the first observed was the presence of a 
series of "banded structures'1 o These nbright bands" are 
associated with precipitation echoeso They constitute a series 
of 1:i.ght and dark bands across the scope returno This ph.enorriena 
has been observed on the 'P'.PI and RHI-scopeso ·A number of 
theories have been advanced to explain them, but some 1 difference 
of opinion existso The Air Force4° explains their presence on 
the PPI-scope 9 when using ·sCR=584r as due to the rotation of the 
radiation lobe6 Byers and Coons41 give three prominent 
4o U,,SoJLFo 51 A.,Fo Manual 105=30 9 0,£0 illo.~ p., 350 
41 Byers and Coonsj) .£E,o cito 9 p,, 750 
meteorological characteristics of bright bandsi 
lo They always appear straddling the :freezing '1evelo 
2o They are associated with stratif'ied clouds 0 
3o They appear in relatively weak and broken clouds from 
which little or no rain can be observedo 
These observers conclude that when such bands appear very f'ew 
drops fall out of the colloidially unstable air 9 or that the 
drops grow smaller through evaporation if precipitation does 
occuro Cunningham42 is not entirely in agreement with this 
theory.!) but he is in accord with the stratif:ted cloud concept .. 
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Austin and Bemis~-3 explain these ba.nds by means of still 
another theoryo It is their view that three phenomena produce 
banded structureso These are the effect of coalescence 9 the 
effect of melti.ng 9 and the ef:f'ect of the fall velocity of the 
precipitation particles 9 the latter being the most importanto 
They also show that these bands verify the existence of snow 
above and rain below the freezing levelo The thickness of the 
band is believed to bear a rough relationship to stabilityo 
Such bands also give an approximate indlcationof the :freezing 
levelo Kerr44 has observed this phenomena on the plan position 
42 Robert M,, Cunningham]) 11 .A. D:lfferent Explanation of the 
· nBright Linen~" Journ~1 2.£ Me~oro1ogy 9 IV {October 9 1947) 9 
po 1630 
L~3 Pauline Mo Austin and Alan Q o Bemisv ttA Quantitative 
Study of the 'Bright BandV in Radar Precipitation_Echoes,tt 
Journal- of Meteorology9 VII (April 9 1950L PPo 145=1510 
J+4 Kerr.9 °£Eo cito 9 PPo 638=,6390 
indicator in connection with precipitation echoes arriving 
shortly before a hurricaneo He explains their presence as re-
lated to a large circulatory system which rotates about the 
center of the stormo 
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Another rather peculiar phenomena is the appearance of a 
"shadow" on the plan position indicatoro This has been observed 
on the SCR-5849 and is believed to be due to the reaction of the 
receiver to a. very strong transmitted signal,l~5 but not as the 
result of blocking by the stormo High noise level in the re= 
ceiver and strong precipitation echoes occurring in this region 
are visible on the scopeo 
Whenever the power and sensitivity of a radar are great 
enough to detect targets at ranges in excess of those on the 
indicator ,9 "second sweep echoes" appear o This means simply 9 
that the elapsed time of a wav·e going from the radar to the 
target and back is in excess of the time allotted from the first 
ewe®p of the indicator.9 and must appear on the second sweepo 
This has been observed on the SCR~584 by Air Force personnelo46 
The ma~i:rrn.un range 01' the indicator is 80,i>OOO ye.rd.so Howeverp 
the ,,Hl'l.tipment will detect targets greatly in excess of this 
ditr»tancHl}o In Figo 15 it is seen that a tai.rget between 120,i>OOO 
a.nd 140 11 000 yards appiH.\rs to be between L~OsOOO and 60,jlooo yards 
on th@ tHHrnnd f;lW@~p It The time neoesea.:t1y for th® spot to move 
45 U.SoA .. Fq AitFo Manual 105 ... 30.9 2R,o ci~Oj PPo 21.ll 5lo 
46 ~&1 Po 320 
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F.igo 150 Second sweep echoeso 
from the end position back to the start of the sweepv flyback 
time, is equivalent to 16 9 000 range yards 0 This amounts to 
32,000 yards overall 9 since one range yard is a yard out and a 
yard backo During flyback no targets are displayed on the 
scopeo Therefore v if the target is at 80 , 000 yards or l~ss, it 
appea~s at its proper rangeo If it is between 80 v000 and 96vOOO 
yards9 it will not be detectedo If it is in excess of 96i,OOO 
yards 9 it will have an apparent range of 
Apparent Range in Yards= Actual Range ln Yards - 80 0 000 Yardso 
For other radars 9 different flyback times and different maximum 
ranges must ~e consideredo It should be observed that second 
sweep echoes are distorted" or squeezed perpendicular to, but 
not along the radiuso This is frequently helpful in recognizing 
these returnso 
The information just presented is an up to date and reason-
ably comprehensive account of the significant advancements 
achieved with radar o The chapter would not be ·complete 9 however, 
without a comment concerning the reli.ability of the radar as a 
storm warning device., For instances, Workman and Reynolds47 have 
reported that on certain occasions a radar return-was observed 
to be very similar to those observed in severe thunderstoi-•ms 9 
and yet no electrical activity was presento HarPison and 
BeckwithL~B have reported that in lO;b of the cases studied radar 
was not effective in indicating the presence of hailo Miller49 
also found that under some circumstances radar could not be 
relied uponc, for identifying storm clouds o I?urthermore, he 
states that while maximura turbulence is typically encountered in 
youngp growing cloud structures just to the rear and just in ad-
vance of the main rain ai"eas fl this device is unsuited to a 
quantitative analysis of the exact degree of turbulence.,, It is 
known that he based his conclusions on the AN/APQ.=13 9 which at 
the time he· prepared his report was pei-'hi1.ps the best radar 
available for meteorological wo1~ko It is believed that the 
height finding radar and its accompanying range height indicator 
may prove to be the one means of determining the precise amount 
of turbulenceo The AiP Force_s'O has revlewed the records of a 
Canadian weather=radar pPoject conducted in the Summer of 19Ll-4 
near Ottawao An S-band radar was used in the investigation 0 
47 Workman and Reynolds,,, Progress Report 9 212,., cit 0 , 
pp O 21""22 0 ,,,_ -
48 Harrison and Bec1cwiLb.9 lo_£., c~to 
49 Miller 9 ~" 2,_it,, 
50 UoS,,AoF,,, tLF" Manual 105""30!) .2J2,~ .ill"o pp., 14-15., 
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In 1+8 cases rain was definitely verified when a precipitation· 
echo was receivedo The precipitation echo was always reported 
within a few minutes of the arrival of rain" In only 45 of 113 
observations was electrical activity reported when the precipi= 
tation echo was observed at Panges less than approximately 60 
miles., Howeverv- for ranges greatly exceeding 60 miles 9 thunder-
storms were correlated with precipitation echoes in 11 out of 12 
caseso In a similar series of studies conducted by the Air 
Force 9 using S=band radar in Pana.ma{) it was found that in 70 in-
stances when precipitation echoes were received 9 50 were defi-
nitely associated with rain" In 13 cases rain was expected 9 
since th,:mder was heard., In 7 cases neither rain nor thunder 
was reported., No figures were given for the radar ranges of 
these stormso 
The conclusion may then be drawn that radar~ by itself{) 
does not provide an absolutely certain method of storm recogni= 
tiono Nevertheless 9 the equipment has been valuable in a 
sufficiently large number of storm situations to lead to the 
conclusion that its potentialities should not be ovel."1ooked., ,As 
was stated in the first chapter 9 a reliable tornado warning 
system should be an integration of all existing techniques" 
This means that radar should be checked against sferics and the 
empirical method whenever' possibleo This will be discussed in 
detail in the following chaptero It is this writer's firm 
belief that if toI"nadoes can be pred:'Lctedp a coordinated method 
is the only available solutiono 
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CHAPTER V 
A!if IHTEGRATED 1VIET1HOD OF TORNADO ANALYSIS 
The main purpose of all of' the previous discussion in this 
study has been to.provide a comprehensive background,, both 
electrically and meteorologica1ly 9 of the possibilities and of 
the obstacles in the path of tornado identifica.tiono It must be 
<•h 
kept in mind that in order to see a problem through to its 
solution9 the research staff must constantly be mindful of~ 
(1) what the problem is 9 (2) the means available for studying 
and attacking the problem9 and (.3) the necessary amount of in= 
genui ty and originality fol'° using the means available to the 
best possible advantageo This investigation has discussed the 
p1,oblem and the means now at the scientist Is disposal for making 
future strideso While proposals for future study will be intro-
duced in subsequent paragraphs 9 the writer does not presume that 
these suggestions necessarily possess the requisite amount of 
ingenuity as expr•essed in item (3) o l\jever•theless 9 these ideas 
have been considered carefully and they appear to be fruitfula 
The importance of cooperation between the meteorologist and 
the engineer is once more emphasizedo It seems reasonable that 
the first step in developing an effective warning system is to 
determine the seasons during which tornadoes are most likely to 
occura This has been accomplished by Fawbush and Miller,, For 
Oklahoma and surrounding states the sp1,,ing 9 early summer and 
early autunm should be studied closely for tornacUc activityo 
Natura1ly 9 all seasons of the year should be watched 9 but 
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special attention should be paid to these critical periods0 
Alsoii the meteorological data should be compared with the em= 
pirical criteria" Simultaneously 9 microbarornetric analyses 
should be made in the suspected areas determined from the em-
pirical method,. These two systems will serve to check each 
other" This phase of the warning must be conducted by reliable 
and experienced meteorologists" This work will serve to locate 
the anticipated danger areas" 
The meteorologist should then alert the engineer concerned 
with the electrical phase of the warning systemo The sferic 
detection system and its associated directi?n finder should be 
checked against the United States Army Signal Gorps AN/GRD-1A 9 
static direction finder" This will serve as a method of locat-
ing the sources of high energy sferics., The general direction 
from which the radiation emanates should be compared with the 
anticipated region of tornadic activity obtained by ~neteorolog ... 
ieal data" The radar should then be employed to explore these 
areas for characteristic signs" If precipitation echoes in-. 
dieate rapidly growing eells.o and if the sferic detector records 
high frequencies from this area 9 a warning should be postedo 
The main advantages of the radar will be to confirm all other 
methods and to pin point the location of funnel development .. 
The following recommendations are made concerning future 
research in the electrical phase of this problemg 
-
11> The sf'eric detection system should be modified to in-
_, 
elude a filter to permit only the high frequency com-
ponents to be displayed on the indicator,, A suggestion 
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has been made that the filter should also activate a 
trigger circ.uit in such a manner that it could be 
connected into the AN/GRD=lA so that the equipment would 
only indicate high frequency sferic directionso The 
possibility of using frequency selective networks as a 
potential means of differentiating incipient from full 
grown tornadoes should be investigateda Wave form and 
period of lightning stroke radiation shotU.d be investi= 
gated with a view of assigning either or both of these 
characteristics to incipient and fully developed 
tornadoeso It is also possible that continued visual 
observations of the color of lightning may provide an 
additional qualitative c:heck on other data,. 
2 0 The AN/AI'Q.·-·13 radar has just arrived at the Oklahoma 
Experiment Stationv Oklahoma Institute of T(:)chnology,, 
It may be quite some time before statistical stud:i.es of 
precipitation echoes can be madeo Nevertheless, the 
following recommendations should be considered,. The 
most important characteristic of precipitation echoes 
from tornadic cells seems to be the high convective cell 
vertical growth rateo The AN/APQ,=13 is equipped only 
for the plan posl tion ind:tca tor• and not for the rane;e 
height indicatoro The range height indicator is con-
sidered by the author• to be an absolute necessi:t:[ in 
order that significant progress can be made with radar,, 
The use of AN/TPSmlOA is urgently recommended,. Even 
then it may be necessary to place some type of optical 
magnifying system over the scope to measure growth rate 
accuratelyo Data should be collected with a view of 
establishing from statistical studies growth rates for 
incipient and tornadic conditionso The growth can be 
determined approximately when using AN/AP~=l3 radar by 
taking readings of the height of the convective cell 
at intervals of 3 to 5 minuteso 
The use of an A-scope and expanded A-scope is 
strongly advisedo It is possible that 15-ghtning stroke 
radar returns 9 or precipitation echo inbensities will 
have a characteristic behavior when originating from 
tornadic cellso Furthermore 9 since hail is associated 
with tornadoes 9 the method of Harrison and Beckwith for 
determining hail by radar should be investigatedo The 
PPI-scope sho~ld be set for the threshold value of 
vision and should be observed for an abrupt increase in 
intensityo The A-scope or expanded A-scope should be 
set so that the precipitation echo is just visibleD The 
indicator could then be watched for an abrupt increase 
in echo return9 probably approaching saturation9 when 
hail is formedo 
The plan position indicator could be studied to 
determine the horizontal cross section of the cell at 
various altitudeso The cell diameter at various e1eva-
tions9 and particularly at the top 9 should be studied in 
an effort to acquire data on the relationship of such 
structures to tornadoes" The life span of the cell 
should be studied for tornadic and non-tornadic condi= 
tionso The vertical and horizontal structure of the 
cell should be observed and analyzed from inception 
through maturity to dissipationo 
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If the Experiment Station is successful in acquir= 
ing an A1'J/TPS=l0A radar.I) extensive studies on the·alti-
tude9 shape 9 and width of a vertical cross section of 
the cell should be undertaken as a possible means of 
checking potential instability of the ·air mass§) and of 
predicting tornado formationo Also 9 the precipitation 
echoes displayed on the RHI-scope could be studied to 
determine contour patterns of rainfall rates 0 Since 
such information is known to be of value in determining 
areas of high turbulenceii it may be useful in tornado 
researcho Fawbush and Miller believe that wind shear is 
excessive in regions of high tornadic activityo There= 
fore 9 excessive sloping of the convective cell' on--the 
RHI may aid in tornado identificationo 
Future work will naturally suggest many other possibilities, 
but the proposals made here represent at least a beginning of a 




At the September llj) 1951 meeting of the Oklahoma City 
Section of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, the 
author was privileged to interview Lt. Colo E. J. Fawbush and 
Major R. C .. Miller of the United States Air Force. These 
officers are assigned· to the Air Weather Service at Tinker Air 
Force Base, Oklahoma. 
Fawbush and Miller have observed precipitation echoes from 
severe thun.deI'storms on AN/APQ-13 installed at their station. 
On one ooc.u1.sion Major Miller observed an anticipated 'to:rna.dio 
oell on the radar scope. The precipitation echo appeared as a 
bright oircle about the size of a five-oent coin at a range of 
about 60 miles. The sharpness of' the edges and'b:rightnesa of 
the o®nte:r wer~ observed to be of the same type as thoee of well 
d®v~lop@d thunderstorms ooou:rring in connection with a col"d 
front. BtHHiu1;1e ~imilarit1es such as these do unfo:rtuna.tely 
exist, it cannot 'be stated that all b:right and ciear precipita-
tion echoes a:re :received only f:rom tornadic cells. 
Majo:r 1VI111e:r expressed the opinion that an extremely high 
oonv~otive cell velocitY is the key to the difference between 
incipient to:rnadoErn and fully developed ones. Howev~r:r, nei the:r 
or th@t;ie investigators have made a study of the hor1zontt.\l o:r 
vertical growth rate of p:reoipitation echoes. 
Major Miller believes that the height of the eonvect:tve 
oell is not necessarily related to the severity of thunderstorms 
or tornadoes over the Great Plainsa He points out that in one 
instance a tornado was obse~ved to have a cell height of only 
22 9 000 feet 9 some 2;;,000 feet below the level of minimum elec-
trical activity as reported by Workman and 1'.{eynolds in New 
Mexico,, 
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Major Miller provided the·author with a photograph of a 
tornado that struck Corn9 Oklahoma on ,July 8 9 19.51 at 6~15 porn~ 
In Fig,, 16 the funn:e1 is clearly vis:'Lble in its descent from the 
base of the thundercloud., Near the bottom of' the funnel a f'uzzy 
appearance may be noted due to mud and debris being drawn upwarda 
This tornado developed when the six meteorological requirements 9 
as set forth in the empirical method 9 were fulfilled,, 
On the afternoon of Thursday 9 October 49 195'1 9 at approxi= 
mately 5gOO p,,maj) the author observed the first precipitat:i.on 
echoes on AN/APQ,=lJ at Stillwater 9 Oklahoma., Radar returns were 
noted from clouds containing ·considerab1e moisture as they 
passed overheado Professor William Hardy~ head of the depart= 
ment of meteorology 9 explained that precipitation was actually 
taking place, but that the water was evaporating before reaching 
the ground,, The base of a number of these clouds was observed 
to have a vertical structure with uneven bottoms.9 giving an 
appearance of rain .fa1ling from sucb. bodj_es,, rrhe m.ost intense 
echoes.\l however, were observed to be almost due south from 55 to 
60 miles from the radar., 
By 7~00 porno of the same day lightning and thunder could be 
seen and heard,, At 8:00 porno one sto~n was observed to be 35 
miles south southeast of Stillwatero i\E it moved northward it 
Fig . 16 Pho toeraph of a tcrnGdo which struck Corn, 
Oklahoma 3 July 8, ]951. 
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veered east and passed ten miles east of the stationo From its 
path as seen on the radar 9 it was estimated to have struck 
slightly north of Tulsa 9 Oklahoma., The author heard the mid-
night weather report for October 49 1951 9 on radio station KV00 9 
Tulsa., Rain and electrical activity were reported between 10:00 
pomo and 11:30 Pomo For the first time bright bands were ob-
served on the radar scope as the storm passedo 
At 9~00 Pomo of the same evening a second storm was tracked 
·on the radar from 45 miles south southwest until it passed 
directly overheado The storm began as four individual convective 
cells that could be seen to grow rapidly as they approached the 
sta.tiono Iri fact 9 both Dr(I Jones and the author could readily 
see the evidence of such growth ~bout every four or five minuteso 
This would seem to indicate that growth rate study would be of 
definite value in identifying tornadic cells., By the time the 
storm had reached the station9 a continuous bright line of pre-
c ipi ta.tion echoes couid be note do The depth of the echoes was 
so great that the storm produced an approximately elliptical 
scope returno One reason for the greater depth was due 9 of 
course 9 to the fa.ct that as the lighter rain areas approached 
Stillwater they produced an echo 9 while at longer ranges they 
were not detectable., Howeverj the rapidity with which thesP 
echoes increased did not justify this as the sole explanation(> 
It is the author~s opinion that the storm was still developing 
as it passed overhead,, The amount of lightning and thunder ob-
served certainly bears this point outo 
When the storm was directly overhead 9 the radar was 
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switched to the 4 mile range and the antenna was elevated to 
35°0 The scope illw:ninated almost completelyo It was possible 
to pick out the centers of electrical activity by observing the 
most intense regj_ons of the echoo 
On the morning of Fridayw October 5D 1951 9 at 9d.1.5 a.,mos, 
the author observed precipitation echoes at 6.5 miles.due north 
and 35 miles north northwesto These results were checked 
against the hourly weather r~port received in the teletype room 
in the meteorology departmento A cold front was moving across 
northern Oklahoma and.lightning and thunder actlvlty were re-
ported in the Ponca City areao Between 12:L~.5 aomo and 3:00 Pomo 
of the same day 9 the author and numerous witnesses from the 
Oklahoma Institute of Technology observed a line of precipita-
tion echoes as they approached the station from the northwest~ 
At 12~Li . .5 aomo the front was appro.x:imately 8 miles northwest of 
the station" At li4.5 Pomo it was approximately .3 miles north-
west of the station" As it appr•oached it dissipated very 
rapidlyo By 2glO pamo precipitation echoes had shrunk from a 
line 50 miles wide to only 10 miles wide,, As it passed 'directly 
overhead 9 only very light rain occurredo By the time it had 
moved 5 miles south of the stationw only two or thr'ee widely 
scattered echoes could be noted" These results seem to further 
encourage growth and decay rate studies in predicting thunder-
storm severity" 
On Sunday 3 October 149 1951 9 at .3gl0 Pol11o 9 the precipita= 
tion echoes from a thunderstorm associated with a cold front 
were photographedo In Figa 17 the precipitation echoes are 
Fig. 17 o 
Fig. 180 
Precipitat ion echoes from a cold front thunder-
storm of October 14, 1951, as observed on the 
50 mi l e range o 
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Precipitat ion echoes from a cold front thunder-
storm of October 14j 1951 , as observed on the 
20 mile range o 
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shown photographed from the radar scopeo The range was set to 
50 miles 9 and therefore 9 each circle represents a 5 mile radial 
incremento The antenna. elevation was 4° and the brightly 
illuminated line extending straight upward from the center is 
the approximate direction of geographical northo The brilliance 
control was set to high intensity and'the film was exposed for 
8 seconds,, The aperture setting of the camera was 4o5 (maximum 
open) and Kodak Panatomic-X film was usedo The bright band 
phenomena is clearly visible in the lower right hand portion of 
the photograph&" 
When this picture was taken, the portion of maximum elec-
trical activity of the thunderhead had already passed over the 
city 9 A study of the photograph shows the region of maximum 
brightness to be approximately 20 miles southeast of Stillwater!> 
The curvature of the leading' edge of the echoes can be seen to 
have the approximate shape and direction of motion of a frontal 
system moving from northwest to southeasto In Figo 18 the same 
thunderstorm is photographed on the 20 mile rangeo Each range 
' 0 
circle represents 5 miles and the antenna elevation is 1 o The 
exposure time 9 brilliance setting, lens setting 9 film9 and time 
of photographing are the same as for Figo 170 Switching to the 
twenty mile range has the effect of providing a close=up of ·the 
storm areao The author noted that the thunder and lightning 
were somewhat more intense shortly before the pictures were 
takeno In fact 9 the rain from overhead was,y~ry light at the 
time of photographing 9 but it was extremely heavy about 15 
minutes beforeo 
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On Tuesday, October 17 9 1951 a very weak cold fI'ont passed 
over Stillwatero During the entire day clouds could be observed 
whose base formed a series of parallel vertical lineso Precipi= 
tation was falling from them, but it evaporated before reaching 
the ground because the air below was so dryo Further evidence 
-
of precipitation was substantiated by the fact that the author 
observed a rainbow west of the city at 8~00 aomo Between 10:00 
aoma and 4:oo porno the author observed precipitation echoes from 
these clouds which showed the same type of parallel lines 
emanating from their bases o No lightning or thunder was 1~e-
ported and f:itillwater received no rain dm"ing the dayo At 8~17 
p.m. the photograph shown in Figo 19 was takeno The range of 
the radar was set at 20 miles and therefore each circle repre-
sents 5 miles o r.rhe antenna elevation was set at 15°,, Shortly 
before the picture was taken very light rain was reported, but 
there was definitely no lightning or thunder presento Informa-
tion received from the depa:rtment of meteorology indicated that 
a very weak cold front passed over Stillwater between 5tOO Pomo 
a.nd 6~00 porno of this dayo The weak and hazy echoes support the 
relatively small. amount of precipitation observed. Echoes such 
as these frequently occur also in connection with widely dis-
persed precipitation associate.d with warm fl"Onts O When this 
picturEl ls compared to the photographs in Figso 17 and.18 9 it 
:ts readily seen that severe thunderstorms produce much stronger 
returns than clouds which have on1y a very low water content., 
The author observed that these echoes bu:11t up.and faded 
very rapidlyo In an inter•view with Professor Hardy it was 
Figo 190 Precini~utt. 1 u hn,• from a weak co ld front 
of O~tober '7 .151" 
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learned that such build up and dissipation may occur frequently 
in the Great Plains region of the United Sta'tes., Professor 
Hardy later connnented that he watched the hail storm which 
struck Stillwater in June of 1950 build upo This storm later 
developed into three tornadoes southeast' of ~iillw~ter~ 
On Sunday, October 21 9 1951 a cold front passed ~ver the 
radar station between 10:30 Pomo and 11~00 p.,m.,' Lightning was 
visible to the north from about 7~00 p.,m" until midnighto No 
thunder was heard and no rain fell in the vicinity of Stillwatero 
In Fig(j 20 a photograph of precipitation echoes is shown., The 
radar was set on the 50 mile range and each circle represents 5 
miles., This photograph was taken at 9~10 porno The antenna was 
elevated 5°0 Professor Hardy provided the autho~ with the 
hourly weather reporto Rain was reported at Ponca City~ 
Oklahoma at 9ioo pomo The precipitation echo from the Ponca 
Cfty rain can be observed to be 35 miles almost due northo The 
author measured the height of the convective cell of this st~:rm 
by increasing the antenna elevation until the echo just fadedo 
The 1ndicatt?de1eva,tion angle was observed to be lOq,5° for the 
target at 35 miles. Attention is called to the fact tha~ all 
ranges and ring~ circles are calibrated in terms of nautical 
miles!) Since one nautical mile is equivalent to 6080.,27 feeti 
the altitude of the convective cell i$ 
h ::: r Sin(,e ~ ;) = · (35 x 60800271 Sin (10o5°=l,i5°l 9 or 
h = 33r2So 1.'eetq 
It should be noted that the vertical beam width was reduced 
from 90° to only 3° by removing the barrel stave reflectorq 
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Precipi tatio'i1 echoes from a thunderstorm over 
Ponca City , Oklahoma, October 21, 1951 at 9:10 pomo 
Pr@@1ptt~t1on @@hQ~~ r~om ~ thuncle~at~~m gv@~ 
Pone~ City, Okl~hom~1 Ootob@~ ~1 3 l9Sl at 9:JS Psffle 
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The second photograph of this storm was taken at 9~35' p .. mo 
and is shown in Fig .. 210 The radar had the same settings as for 
Fig .. 200 A comparison of these photographs shows an eastward 
movement of the echoeso This is in agreement with actual condi-
tions9 as Stillwater received no raino A study of these 
pictures clearly shows the presence of bright bandso 
The weather report as'heard on radio station KVOOD Tulsa 9 
for the evening of S1.IDday 9 October 21 9 1951 9 indic~ted that the 
th1.IDderstorms over the state wev.e caused by a rapidly moving 
cold front .. A tornado was reported at Gage 9 Oklahoma, at 6:15' 
Pomo of this dayo No damage was done h·owever 9 as the funnel did 
not reach the ground., Straight line winds were reported by the 
Oklahoma City weather station to be appro;x:imately 55 to 60 miles 
per houro ·Lightning and thunder were also reported from 
Oklahoma Cityo 
In Fig6 22 a photograph is shown of the Oklahoma City storm 
as it approached from almost due southo The radar was set on 
the '50 mile range and each circle represents 5 miles .. The 
antenna elevation was set at 4° and the picture was taken at 
11:40 Pomo As the storm approached the station9 an area imme-
diately in front of the main precipitation echo began to produce 
a radar returno This return was not as intense as the main echo 
and had the f1porous" appearance shown in the figureb It is the 
authorns belief that rain in advance of the main storm area was 
being driven by the strong winds., As it came within sufficient 
range 9 the radar was able to detect the rain., It was also ob= 
served that the entire advancing rain area produced this return 
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Precipitation echoes from a thunderstorm of 
October 21 9 1951 9 approaching Stillwater, Oklahoma 
from the southo 
Precipitation echoes from a rainstorm of October 26$ 
1951 over Stillwater, Oklahoma, at 9:15 Pomo 
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simultaneously,., Therefore 9 it is not believed that this was due 
to the storm growingo Circumstances such as these dictate the 
necessity for carefully observing precipitation echoes as soon 
as they come within the range of the radar., 
Shortly before the photograph was taken the winds aloft 
were determined by·the radaro It was noted that a period of 15 
minutes was required for the center of the main precipitation 




Accordingly 9 5 nautical miles were 'covered in 15 
Therefore 9 the upper wind velocity was 
= ~ riatiiica.1 mile~ = 20 nautical miles per houro 
L ( 0) ho~s J 
In terms of statue rniles this would become 
Velocity= 11(6080o27.).l<2ol statue miles per hour = 
~5280 J J 
23 mph. 
By observing the path which the precipitation echo followed, the 
direction of the wind was determined to be moving from the south 
southwest .. As the author closed the radar station, he observed 
intense lightning from the southo 
On Friday9 October 26 9 1951 a cold front passed over 
Stillwate:ro Heavy precipitation began at approximately 9:00 pom. 
Lightning was observed south of the city 9 but no thunder could 
be heardo. In Figo 23 the precipitation echo appears as a semi-
circular arc extending from the 15 to the 25 mile range circleo 
This photograph shows that precipitation echoes from rainstorms 
produce the porous return previously referred too By contra.st 
thunderstorms produce solid bright returns with sharp edgeso 
Figo 25. 
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P~eo1p1tation echoes from a rainstorm of 
Ootober 26, 1951 over Stillwate~, Oklahoma 1 
at 9140 p•gmo 
Precipitation echoes from a rainstorm of 
October 26, 1951 over Stillwater, Oklahoma, 
at 11:30 Pomo 
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When the photograph was taken, the radar was set to the 10 mile 
rangeo Each range circle represents a one mile radial incre-
ment., This picture was taken at 9g15 PoID,q with the antenna 
elevation at 10 degreeso 
In Figo 24 the precipitation echoes from the same storm are 
shown as they appeared on the scope for a setting of 4 mileso 
Each range circle represents a one mile radial increment, and 
the antenna was elevated to 3°0 The porous return from the rain 
area is evident and a blank portion may be noted to the east 9 
which is believed to be due. to the football stadiumo The 
photograph was taken at 9:40 p.mo 
In Figo 25 precipitation echoes from the same source are 
shown photographed on the 50 mile rangeo Each range circle 
represents a. radial increment of 5 miles and the antenna was 
elevated to 5°0 A study of the picture shows the movement of 
the precipitation to the southeastQ The photograph ~as taken 
at 11:30 Pomo when the rain from overhead was very lighto 
The results of the foregoing observations lead to the con-
clusion that radar is a most effective indica.to:r of the rapidly 
varying meteorological conditions which exist in the Great 
Plains<> Whenever moisture i.s present in sufficient quantity to 
pr~duce a radar return 9 the growth or decay of its associated 
clol.l.d can be studiedo Furthermore 8 its path can be followed and 
the winds keeping it in motion can be caleula.tedo If the 
requisite synoptic conditions permit the formation of a con-
vective cell within the cloud,, the height of the column can be 
measuredo The. radar may be envisioned as an X-ray machine that 
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records 9 in a qualitative manner 9 the ext~nt and delineation of 
water within a cloudo 
On numerous occasions clouds he:ve been observed which gave 
the appearance of a high water contento However'when these same 
,;,. ' 
clouds were investigated with radar, they produced no returno 
The rapidly changing meteorological conditions have also been 
notedo In one instance a precipitation echo about the size of a 
quarter coi.n was noted 10 miles northeast of the station with 
the radar set to the twenty mile rangeo Before the camera could 
' 
be set up and adjusted to take the photogre.ph.11 a period of 
approximately seven minutes 9 the echo had shrunk to about half 
its original size and moved almost to the extremity of the 20 
mile range·~ 
It is therefore believed that th:ls study he.a provided 
definite evidence that grow·th and decay rates are the major 
factors to investigate in a comprehensive study of severe 
thunderstorms and tornadoeso If this work could be continued 
with the RHI type of rade.r as well as the present model, it 




In Chapter III the formula for the gain, G, of a microwave 
radiating system was given. This relationship is derived in the 
following discussiono '11 he concentration of energy in a 
particular direction results from the characteristics of the 
dipole and the parabolcido The gain of the dipole in the direc-
tion of maximum radiation is 
The gain of the paraboloid is 
= 2, 0 
2 
GP= [~ff~J < 
The overall gain is the product of these two 9 or 
Some authors1 take A to be the apertural area rather than the 
effective area, as was done in this thesiso In accordance with 
the mathematical symbols of Chapter III this glves 
A= B 
or 9 the effective area is equal to the apertural areao In 
Chapter III 9 A was taken to be 2 Bo ~f A is taken to be equal 
3 
to B.9 equation (1) becomes 
p 
r 
1. Hugh. Odishaw 9 eto aL, Ii Industrial Electronics Reference 
Booki Po 6530 
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which agrees with equation (34°17) in the Westinghouse In-
. 
dustrial Electronics Reference Bo;ko 2 Accordingly, this change 
~ . - . 
would increase equations {2), (3) 9 and (4) by a factor of (i) 
or 1 .. 5 .. Furthermore, Odisha.w3 takes the beam width to be 
e=[] 
·. instead of 85% of A/D as was done in Chapter IIIo Therefore 
equations (21, (3) 9 and (4) would be multiplied by a factor of 
F = 
to be in general agreement with Odishawts resultso The disa-
greement arises from the fact that the empirical results. are 
subject to different degrees of approximation by the individual 
investigatorso 
It was aiso pointed out in Chapter III that the range of 
the radar will be influenced by the bandwidth and the noise 
level of the receivero Equation (1) will now be ;modified to in-
elude the effects of thermal noise11 The theoretical iowe:r;> limit 
of received power, set by thermal noise is4 
Pt= kTk(Afl watts, where 
l\ is the thermal noise power in watts» 
k is the Boltzmannts constant (L,37 x 10-23 watt-seconds/degree 
Kelvin)9 Tk is the absolute temperature in degrees Kelvin, and 
6f is the receiver band width in cycles per second .. 
2 Ibid·., 9 PPo 653-6540 
3 Ibid., 9 p., 647 0 
4 Odishaw, loco cito 
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From practical experience it has been found that the threshold 
signal must be from 5 to 100 times greater than the theoretical 
noise power to appear as a distinct radar achoo Under these 
conditions 9 
Pmin = (mPt} watts, where 
Pmin is the minimum detectable signal strength in watts, and m 
is a factor between 5 and 1000 
If equation (1) is solved for the range, and Pmin is used in-
stead of Pr, 
4i-------
r = TPB 0 (61 
9VmkT k ~ (bf) 
A similar expression may be derived for equations {2) 9 (3} and 
(4)o It would appear from equation (6} that the range could be 
increased indefinitely by decreasing the band widtho It must be 
remembered, however, that the target definition is adversely 
affected by a narrow banda In addition, a value of.6.f corre-
sponding to a maximum signal to noise rat:i.o has been determined 
approximately as 
where l"'"is the pulse durationo 
Although lt was not mentioned previously, the power versus 
time relationship is very important in specifying certain 
specific radar propertieso In Figo A below one complete cycle 
from the beginning of one pulse to the start of the following 




Figo Ao Maximum and average power versus timeo 
successive cycles is designated by Po It follows that 
p = ( Q + 1"1 0 
Since the pulse recurrence frequency is 1/pj it follows that the 
ratio of the pulse width to the pulse recurrence period can be 
defined as the duty cycle 9 U9 where 
The average power is equal to the maximum power integrated over 
the pulse width and divided by the pulse recurrence interval 9 
. pave = ! l'l'pmax dt = ~: Jj = (U1'maxl • 
This may also be expressed as 
(7} 
where 1) is the pulse recurrence frequency o If a particular 
radar has a typical 1 microsecond pulse width and a pulse re-
currence interval of 1000 microsecondsi the pulse recurrence 
frequency is 1000 pulses per• second and the duty cycle is OoOOI., 
A magnetron capable of 100 kilowatts peak power would produce 
heating in proportion to an average power of 
Pave= (UPmax) = (OoOOl x 105} = 100 wattso 
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The maximum power$ Pmax 9 is the same as the transmitted power.I) 
P9 as given in Chapter IIIo If optimum signal to noise fre-
quency band criteria is substituted into equation (7), 
P = Pmax = ~~] = ~1ifo~ = r~:/;j 0 
If this expression.is substituted into equation (6)/} an ex-
press ion for the range in te1~ms of the average power may be 
0 
1 .. 0 8·· rrmkrI'. ~ ,2 () kl.I/'\ 
(Bl 
This relationship implies that the range is propo;r,tional 
to the fourth root of the average powera As stated previously 
the rang@ is really determined by the e:rwrgy per pulse g This 
may now be demonstrated by substituting equation (7) into (81$ 
q_ 
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is 1ntroduaed$ then equation (9} beaomes 
r ~ H ~ ~ H:[/F;i1.e"JYg·i-:Per Pulse e (10) 
Thi~ eoTiolu$ion is in agreement w:i.th the result obtained in 
Chapter III and Figo 60 This provides a mathematical check on 
the oonelu$iOn that a radar capable of detection at very short 
ranges and possessi.n,g high range resolution !11ust have an extreme-















LIST OF MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS 
guantity Represented 
mean radius in meters of all the cloud droplets 
illuminated by the radar 
the drop radius in meters of the !th drop 
illuminated by the radar 
the effective area in square meters of the radar 
radiating system 
the apertural area in square meters of the radar 
radiating system 
the velocity8of light in free space in meters per 
second (3Bl0 meters per second) 
the pulse length in space in meters 
the diameter of the paraboloid in meters 
the dielectric constant of the radar target 
the electric f:teld intensity in volts per meter 
acting on the cloud droplet dipole 
the radar receiver band width in cycles per 
second 
a mul tiplyj_ng factor 
the overall gain of the radar radiatinS system 
the gain of the dipole antenna 
the gain of the paraboloid 
altitude in feet or meters 
a constant 
Boltzmanni s constant (L,37 x 10-23 watt-seconds/ 
degree Kelvin) . 
an atmospheric attenuation constant 
















the total number of drops illuminated by the 
radar beam 
the drops per unit volume illuminated by the 
radar beam 
the time in seconds from the beginning of one 
pulse to the beginning of the following one 
the peak or maximum transmitted power in watts 
the power density incident upon the target in 
watts per square meter 
the power received in watts 
the average power transmitted in watts 
the maximum or peak power transmitted in watts 
the minimum power detectable in watts 
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the quiescent period in seconds between pulses 
the slant range to the target in meters or miles 
the line of sight distance to the horizon in 
miles 
a factor representing the amount of scattering 
of radio energy 
time in seconds 
the effective target area in square meters 
the absolute temperature in degrees Kelvin 
the radar duty cycle 
the volume of the target effectively illuminated 
in cubic meters 
the maximum volume of the target effectively 
illuminated in eubie meters 
the energy in Joules 
the indicated elevation angle in deg~~is 
Symbol Quantity Represented 
the radar beam width in degrees ol" radians 
the wavelength in meters 
the pulse recurrence frequency in cycles per 
second 
3,,14159 the ratio of the circumference of a. 
circle to its diameter 
the dipole moment of the cloud droplets 
the radar cross section in square meters 
a summation sign 
an integral sign 
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